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PREFACE

This study represents an attempt to identify the statue of change in Iowa

elementary schools. It is intended to provide current data reflecting the
prevalence of twenty-six selected educational practices. Included also are
data concerning the adoption process, proposers, influencers, degree of staff
involvement, pre-service activities, in-service activities and degree of
teacher change required.

Those school districts anticipating the use of any one of the twenty-six
selected practices are urged to study assiduously the data relative to the
specific practice. The infusion process of specific educational practices into
elementary schools is no simple task. Schools can learn from each other.
Administrators who are desirous of additional information concerning schools
included within this study are urged to contact the authors. Special thanks to
Margaret Wooer for typing this study.

Bradley M. Loomer
Chairman
Research Committee
Iowa Association of
Elementary School Principals
Professor
University of lows

Harold Sloan
Principal
Harding Elementary School
Mason City Public Schools
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In a society like ours academic patterns change more slowly than any
others. In my lifetime, in England, they have crystallised rather
than loosened. I used to think it would be about as hard to change,
say, the Oxford and Cambridge scholarship examination as to conduct a
major revolution. I now believe that I was overoptimistic (Snow, 1961, p. 186).

Snow's pessimistic comment on the ability of English educational
institutions to make changes might well have been made about the ability of
America's public schools to instigate change only a few years ago. While some
experts suggest that schools in America are still woefully lacking in needed
changes, and others report their belief that schools are not capable of
initiating adequate change, it is apparent that many feel that the theme of
change has had considerable impact upon the schools. Garrison (1968) stated;
"There has not been a time in the history of American education when there
was as much interest as there is now in innovation and change (p. 432)."

Innovation and change appear to be key words in education today. Within
the past decade an increasing number of articles in professional periodicals
have discussed the various aspects of change. Conferences and conventions have
continually developed the theme of change. Scores of books have been published
which have helped develop interest in instigating change in the schools. It is
apparent that the concept of change is a ,ommon element in a vast amount of
material that is being presented today.

Buchan (1971, P. 298) not.:4 that the impetus for change has come from
many sources! the government, teachers, parents, students, scholars from the
various disciplines, community pressure groups, and critics of education. In
short, nearly everyone has Ifided to the cry for change in education.

Fab,r and Shearron (1970, p. 7) have suggested that changing societal
forces have also helped create a demand for the schools to change. Technological
advances, which have caused a re-evaluation of the use of manpower, the rise of
metropolitanism, racial desegregation, teacher milit'Acy, and emphasis on
education of the disadvantaged are all societal pressures which have acted on the
scUols and created a demand for change.

Hearn (1971) explained the increasing emphasis on change when he stated that
mass access to public education has helped accelerate the pace of change. As
more and more literate people emerge from the schools, more and more of them have
ideas about who and what should be changed."...Possibly what we need are more
effective methods of channeling and arbitrating the energies of this multitude
of change agents (p. 358)."

In response to these various forces, schools have been instigating change
at an accelerated rate. A recent survey of instructional practices in Iowa
schools gives some indication of the increasing number of changes that are
occurring in Iowa schools. (ISEA, 1971)

In 1969 the Iowa State Education Association asked superintendents to
indicate which of twenty -three innovative practices and specialized course
offerings were present in their districts. In 1971 a follow-up study was
conducted to determine the status of these same practices. The results showed



that nineteen of the twenty-three practices showed an increase in the number and
percentage of schools using them.

The 1971 study also included questions about twenty additional practices
thea did the 1969 study. While the results of the study, reported only in
table form, did not indicate such, the inclusion of the additional twenty items
might suggest that these additional innovative practices had gained enough
prominence since the 1969 study to warrant their inclusion In the 19,1 survey.

Rogers (196$), in discussing implications for research concerning
educational innovations, commented

Perhaps one implication of the present paper for educational research is
that there is not enough of it. . . . I would s,:gue that in conjunction
with research to develop educational innovations, we need study on how
these new ideas spread and are adopted. (p.60).

Miles (1964) also emphasized the need for further research regarding
educational innovation when he listed classes of important questions that need
further clarification through research. One class of questions posed by Miles
asked, "What sort of persons or groups characteristically serve as advocates
of innovation (pp. 40-42)7"

This study concerned itself with certain aspects of the adoption process
in elementary schools in Iowa.

Statement of the Problem

The purposes of this study were twofold: 1) to determine the prevalence of
selected practices and programs in the elementary schools in Iowa, and 2) to
investigate principals' perceptions of certain aspects of the adoption process
involved with these practices and programs.

Significance of the Study

In a recent doctoral study at the University of Iowa, Thomas Marx (1970)
investigated educational innovation and the adoption process in secondary
schools of Iowa. This present study tIvestigated certain aspects of the adoption
process in elementary schools in Iowa. This study, together with the study by
Marx, should help provide a more complete analysis of the adoption process in
Iowa's public schools.

Limitations

The following limitations of this study should

1) The responses obtained from the principals
not be validated.

2) Only those principals who responded to
in the final outcome of the study. It

how those who failed to respond to the
the ,final results.

3. Nu attempt was made to
the buildings and only

be noted:

on the questionnaire could

the questionnaire became
was not possible to find
questionnaire might have

factors
out

affected

investigate the eivality of the programs within
limited information was gathered to learn how
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extensively the practices were used in the buildings. Also, the
degree to which the programs were developed in the buildings was not
ascertained.

Chapter II

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The purposes of this study were 1) to determine the prevalence of
selected programs and practices in the elementary schools of Iowa, and 2) to
investigate principals perceptions of certain aspects of thu adoption wow
involved with these practices and programs.

This chapter presents the procedure used for selection of the practices
to be investigated. The development of the survey instruments, the selection
of participants, the collection of data, and the procedure used for analysis of
the data are discusses; for each of the three parte of the study.

Selection of Practices

The development of the list of practices and prorams to be investigated was
the first task undertaken in this study. A review of the literature related to
innovative practices in elementary education reedited in the selection of twenty-
six programs or practices that this study would investigate. Each practice was

briefly defined in an attempt to avoid confusion or misunderstanding by the
respondent in determining the existence of the specified program in a building.

The definitions were developed following a search of the related literature.
In most instances it was difficult to find uniform definitions of the practices
and programs being investigated. The left the writers with task of choosing a
definition that seemed most logical and appropriate. Viten one source did not

yield an adequate defintion, two or more sources were use.] in arriving at the
definition selected.

The definitions were then examined by the authors and by a number of
graduate students in elementary education. Modifications were made in some of

the definitions as a result of these examinations. The twenty-six practices

investigated were

I. TUTORIAL PROGRAM - An organized program in which one child,
acting as a teacher, works with another child as a tutor. The

tutor may give direct instruction or reinforce previously
learned material.

2. TEAM TEACHING - A type of instructional organization in which two or
more teachers assume Joint responsibility for all or a significant
part of the planning, instruction, and evaluation of a group of students.

3. PARAPROFESSIONAL PROGRAM - The use of paid non-degree persons for
assisting teachers with non-instructional tasks.

4. VOLUNTEER AIDES - An organized program using volunteer helpers for
assisting teachers with non-instructional tasks.



56 UNSTRUCTURED TIME - A regularly scheduled period of time that is not
?leaned by the teacher, but is left for the student to utilize as he
desires (within broad guidelines established by the school).

6. INDEPENDENT STUDY A procedure which allows students the opportunity
and the time to pursue a learning eetivity that has been proposed or
elected by the individual student. It should not be confused with
teacher initiated projects, uniform homework, or seatvork.

7. AAstpAczcompinrRucTrom - A form of instruction which
uses the capabilities of r computer. The student may react directll
with the computer during the learning process or the computer may be
used to direct instruction or monitor the learning progress of a child.

8. PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION - Learning materials designed so that the
student proceeeds in small sequential steps, responds to the material
presented, and is informed immediately whether or not the response
selected is correct.

9. MULTIAGE OR MULTIGRADE GROUPING - A form of school organization where
children of different chronological and grade levels are deliberately
grouped together for instructional purposes.

10. MINORITY CULTURES - A course of study designed for the purpose of
helping children obtain a better understanding and appreciation of
minority culture groups.

11. LEARNING PACKAGES OR LEARNING CONTRACTS - Activities developed and
designed in such a manner that a child may proceed through the learning
activity independently.

12. DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING - A staffing pattern which formally places
teachers at various levels of reponsibility according to defined roles
or tasks. Teachers are placed in these roles according to their
particular talents and strengths. Remuneration varies according to
the role assignment.

13. BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES - The objectives for the major portion of one
course or curricular area are written in terms of behavior that can be
specified and measured.

14. SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES - A program where children with specific
learning disabilities are diagnosed and an appropriate instructional
program formulated.

15. TEACHING MACHINE - A mechanical device which presents an educational
program designed to teach a student through a controlled learning
sequence.

lh. MICRO TEACHING - An organized and continuing program that makes use of
videotaping as an in-service tool for the improvement of instruction.
Lessons taught by a teacher are video-taped to allow the teacher an
opportunity to observe himself and make a self evaluation of the lesson
taught.

17. DIAL ACCESS - An audio-visual technique that allows studetts to select
audio and/or video recordings from a centralized source by dialing
predetermined codes.

18. INTEREST CENTERS - Areas, established by the teacher, where students
may go, individually or in small groups, to work when time allows.

19. NONGRZED ORGANIZATION - An arrangement in which the usual grado labels
are removed from some or all classes. It is an organizational approach
which seeks to implement the idea of continuous pupil progress.

20. ELEMENTARY GUIDANCU - A program which provides the services of a
certified elementary counselor nn a full- or part-time basis,
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21, DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM A course of study designed to, acquaint children
with the topio of drug., their use and abuse.

22, oru SPACE SCHOOL - A building constructed in such a manner that the
instructional program takes place In a large open area (a). Provi-
sions may or may not be available for dividing the large open area
into several small areas.

23, FAMILY LIFE OR SEX EDUCATION - A course of study that focuses on
human sexuality as it applies to an individual's total adjustment
to his family and society.

24. IND1VOUALIZED INSTRUCTION The major portion of at least one
curricular area is organized in such a manner that each child is
allowed to move at his own pace through a learning program designed
to meet the interests, needs, and abilities of the child.

25. A PROCESS APPROACH TO SCIENCE - A science program where the primary
emphasis is on developing'the same proce '1=es that scientists employ
in scientific inquiry.

26, CAREER EDUCATION - A program designed to help students develop
positive attitudes toward work and recognize the important role work
plays in individual life styles.

Prevalence of Selected Practices
in Iowa's Elementary Schools

The first part of the study was designed to ascertain the prevalence of the
twenty-aix practices and programs in Iowa's elementary schools. A questionnaire
was developed to obtain the desired data (See Appendix A).

The instrument was brief and diiect. It consisted of a listing of the
twenty-six practices and programs under investigation and their definitions.

Each respondent was asked to indicate whether or not the listed practices
and programs were present in his elementary building. For those practices
marked as present, the respondent was asked: 1) to indicate how many years the
practice had been in effect in his building, and 2) to indicate the grade levels
that were involved with the practice or program.

In an attempt to determine the status of these practices and programs on
a statewide basis, it was decided that the questionnaire be sent to the
elementary principals in each of the elementary schools in the state of Iowa.
The names of the elementary principals in Iowa's elementary schools were obtained
from the State Department of Public Instruction. Those individuals who served
as principals in more than one building received more than one questionnaire
to complete.

The questionnaires were mailed to the principals on April 12, 1972. One
thousand two hundred sixty questionnaires were sent to nine hundred sixty
individual principals.

As the questionnaires were returned, they were recorded on a form
constructed by the writers for tabulating purposes.

On April 26, 1972, two weeks after the instruments had been mailed, a
deadline was established fLr selecting the population for Part II of the study.
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Questionnaires received atter this date were recorded and tabulated, but were
not used as a part of the population for Part II of the study. On the April
26th deadline 705 questionnaires had been received from 645 principals. This re-
turn represented 56.0 per cent of the elementary buildings in the state and 67.2
per cent of the state's elementary principals.

The final number of questionnaires received was 791. This represented
62.8 per cent of the elementary buildings in the state. The final tabulation
showed 696 or 72.5 per cent of the state's elementary principals had responded
to the first questionnaire.

The data for Part I of the study were reported as numbers and percentages
of schools reporting the existence of the twenty-six progrars and practices
investigated.

Principals' Perceptions of the Adoption Process

The second part of this study was designed to learn more '.bout principals'
perceptions of the adoption of the twenty-six practices and programs under
investigation. A second questionnaire was constructed for this part of the
study. The second instrument investigated six sources as to their importance
in proposing programs and for the degree of influence these six sources had on
the decision to adopt the programs in a building.

The sources investigated for proposing the changer and influencing the
adoption of the programs or practices were:

1. Superintendent
2. Other Central Office Staff
3. Board of Education
4. Building Principal
5. Teacher (s)
6. Citizens
7. Unknown

The degree of influence each of these six sources had on the adoption of the
specific programs was measured as:

1. Much
2. Some
3. Little
4. None
5. Unknown

The second questionnaire was also constructed to gain added information about
other factors related to the adoption process of each program. The information
obtained included: 1) how extensively the staff was involved with the program,
2) how receptive the staff had been to the program, 3) how much change had been
required of staff members as a result of the program, 4) how much preservice
training the staff had received before the program was initiated, and 5) how
much inservice training the staff had received following the initiation of the
program.

It was decided that the sample for Part II of the study would be chasen from
the principals who had responded to the first questionnaire before the established
April 26, 1972, deadline.
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Two hundred twenty-five of the 645 principals who had responded to the
first questionnaire before April 26, 1972, were selected through the table of
random numbers.

An analysis of the programs in the two hundred twenty-five schools chosen
to be involved in the second part of the study revealed that information
concerning the adoption of less prominent programs would not have been ascer-
tained through the random sampling procedure.

None of the three schools having indicated the presence of Computer
Assisted/Managed Instruction were among the randomly selected schools. To learn
something about the adoption of this program all three schools having Computer
Assisted/Managed Instruction were added to the randomly selected schools.

Only seven of twenty schools indicating the presence of Dial Access were
included among the two hundred twenty-five randomly selected schools. Three
more schools having Dial Access were selected to be included in Part II of the
study. The questionnaires were mailed on April 29, 1972.

On May 12, 1972, eighty-two follow-up letters were sent to principals who
had not responded to the second questionnaire.

A total of one hundred seventy-four questionnaires were returned. This was
75.3 per cent of the total number of principals involved with this part of the
st..dy.

The responses on each questionnaire were key punched onto IBM cards for
processing by The University of Iowa Computer Center. A program was devised
to report the collected data in a percentage f:cmat. Percentages were tabulated
for each practice to indicate the degree of involvement each of the six sources
investigated had in both proposing the program or practice and in influencing its
adoption. Percentages were also tabulated on the responses to the five
questions asked about each practice.

Chapter 111

ANALYSTS OF THE DATA

The purposes of this study were 1) to determine the prevalence of
selected programs and practices in the elementary schools of Iowa, and 2) to
investigate principals' perceptions of certain aspects of the adoption process
involved with these practices and programs.

This chapter has been divided into two sections for presentation of the
two purposes stated.

Prevalence of Selected Practices in
Iowa Elementary Schools

Table 1 reports the prevalence of the twenty-six programs and practices
under investigation as view by principals in Iowa's elementary schools. The
percentages in Table I are based on 791 returned ouestionnaires.



Interest centers and paraprofessional programs appeared to be the two most
common practices of the twenty-six investigated. Interest centers were reported
in 75.3 per cent of the schools, while 71.6 per cent reported the existence of
paraprofessional programs.

Table 1

Prevalence of Twenty-Six Selected Practices
In Iowa Elementary Schools

(N a 791)

Practices Number of
Schools
Reporting
Practices

Percentage
of Schools
Reporting
Practices

Interest Centers 596 75.3
Paraprofessional Program 566 71.6
Drug Abuse Program 448 56.6
Individualized Instruction 436 55.1
Specific Learning Disabilities 399 50.4
Programmed Instruction 390 49.3
Tutorial Program 390 49.3
Process Science 372 47.0
Learning Packages 346 43.7
Volunteer Aides 340 43.0
Behavioral Objectives 290 36.7
Team Teaching 290 36.7
Family Life or Sex Education 227 28.7
Independent Study 213 26.9
Unstructured Time 212 26.8
Elementary Guidance 196 24.8
Teaching Machines 189 23.9
Multiage Grouping 179 22.6
Minority Cultures 161 20.4
Nongraded Organization 135 17.1
Career Education 134 16.9
Micro Teaching 117 14.8
Differentiated Staffing 86 10.9
Open Space School 69 8.7
Dial Access 20 2.5
Computer Assisted Instruction 5 .6

Eight programs or practices: tutorial programs, volunteer aides, programmed
instruction, learning packages, specific learning disabilities, drug abuse,
individualized instruction, and process science, were reported in approximately
half of the schools. The actual percentages ranged from 43 per cent for
volunteer aides to 56.6 per cent for drug abuse programs.

Both team teaching and the use of behavioral objectives were reported in
36.7 per cent of the schools,
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between 20 end 30 per cent of the roepondents indicated the existence
of unstructured time 'independent study, multiage trouping, Minority Culture*,
tigthibit Mechiner6Arlemeetary guidance, and family life Programs in their
buildines The actual percentages of school* reporting theta practices ranged
ItOM20.4 per cent for minority cultures to 264 por Cent for family life
proiltems.

Less than 20 per cent.Of the schools repOted the use of computer assisted
'.instructions differentiated staffing, miao teaching, dial access, nongraded
organiattion, open'spate schools, end titter tducation. Two of these seven
proaruat, computer assisted instruction and did access, were found in less than
three per cent of the reporting schools.

IrittolOalltt PmentiOns of the
Adoption,troCIII

This section concerns itself with principals' perceptions oft 1) the
impOrtance of six sources as program proposers, 2) the degree of influence these
six sources exerted on the decision to adopt the program, and 3) five other
factors related to the adoption process,

fur analysis and presentation purposes the twenty-six practices included
in the study were categorised as follower 1) organizational practices,
2)curriculer-type programa, 3) practices related to personnel, 4) instructional
practices, 5) materials related to instruction, end 6) "other", a category that
inclitdes two practices-that did not appear to logically belong in the first five
categories.

The following data were derived from 1/4 returned questionnaires which had
been designed to tether the desired information.

Organizational Practices

Table 2 reports principals' perceptions of the roles played by six sources
in proposing four organisational practices (See Appendix B).

Principals saw themselves in an important position ac proposere of the
organizational practices investigated. Approximately half of the respondents
marked themselves as the original proposers of each practice.

Superintendents were also viewed as important proposers. The superintendents
received their highest racing as the proposers of open space schools. They
received their lowest rating as the original proposers of team teaching.

Together, principals and superintendents were viewed as the proposers of
rultiage grouping 1.4 71.5 per cent of the respondents, Approximately 60 per
cent named either themselves or superintendents as the original proposers of the
other three practices. Seventy-one per cent reported themselves or teachers
as first proposing team teaching.

Slightly over ten per cent of the principals reported that central office
personnel first ppposed the use of the non-graded organization. This was the
only practice of the four where over 10 per teat of the respondents indicated
the central office staff as program proposers.
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The board of education and citizens were not named as having proposed anyof the four organizational practices,

Nearly one third of the principals reported the original proposal for open
apace schools to be a team effect, involving two or more emcee. Approximately
10 per cant reported a team effort in proposing the other three practices.

Principals' perceptions of the degrees of influence of six sources on
thu adoption of tour organizational

practices are presented in Tables 3, 4, 5,and 6.

Elementary principils viewed themselves as most influential of the six
sources in the adoption oC theie four practices. The percentage* of principals
reporting themselves as having "much" influence ranged from 75 per cent for openspace schools and the nongraded organization

to slightly over 79 per cent for
multiage grouping and team teaching.

Teachers were also viewed as being influential in the adoption of:the four
practices. Fifty per cent or more of the principals rated teachers as having
"much" influence in the adoption-Of the practices. The actual pereenteges ranged
from 50 per cent for open space schoole to 55.9 per cent for multiage grouping.With each of these practices iron 25 to 32.1 pet cent of, the tespOndents
reported the teachers to have "some" influence in the adoption proceso.

The influence of the superintendent seemed :e vary from practice to practice.
The percentages of principals reporting "much" influence on the part of the
superintendent ranged from 16.5 per cent for team teaching to 54.3 per cent for
open space schools. With open spate schools $7.6 per cent of the Principals
reported the superintendent to have either "much" or "some" influence, While
with multiage grouping the responses Were divided almost equally among the four
choices.

The influence exhibited by the central office staff also varied. Central
office personnel appeared to, have most influence in the adoption of open space
schools, w'th 50 per cent indicating either "much" or "some' influence. They
appeared least influential with multiage groupiny.

The hoard of education was reported to have most influence in the decision
to adopt open space schools. With this practice 31.3 per cent of the principals
reported the board to have "much" influence. They appeared to have least influence
in the adoption of multiage grouping.

Citizens appeared to have a minor impact on the decision to adopt any of the
four practices in this category. The principals gave citizens their highest
ranking with the non - graded organization and open space schools, where 21.4 per
cent and 25 per cent of the principals, respectively, reported citizens to have
"some" influence on the decision to adopt the two practices.

Table 7 describes the extensiveness of teacher involvement with four
organizational practices.

The nongraded organization appeared to be the most highly implemented
practice, with over 80 per cent of the principals reporting either "all"
teachers or "most" teachers involved with the practice.
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Approximately 55 per cent of the principals reported either "ell" or
"most" of the teachers is their buildings were involved with multiage grouping.

to half of the buildings open space teaching areas were reported to
involve "all" or "most" of the tesChers. The remaining 50 per cent Vefe
divided equally between the responses of "some" and "few" teachers involved.

Team teaching appeared to be the least widely implemented of the four
Organisational praCticei. With approximately 60 per cent of the prinCipale
reporting eitherE"eome" or "few" teetheri involved. Nearly one- fourth
indicated Omit only "few" teachers were involved,:

Table 8 reports ttat the Orgepitation precuiCess team teaching, multiege
grouping' nonAreded organization, and open spate schoole, were viewed es
either "very well received" or "well received" by 71.0 per cent, 67.6 per cent,
60,7 per cent, and 75,1 per cent, respectively, of the responding ptincipals.

The percentage of principals marking "fairly well received" ranged from
18.8 per cent for open *Pace school, to:39.3 pet cent for nongraded Organieatioos.

With the exception of open ipi00 schools, less than 3 pet cent of the
respondents marked "not well received" to deicribe teacher receptivity to the
practices. AbOUt g per cent marked "not well received" to desCribe open ewe
schools.

Principals' perceptions of the chaoge required of teachers at a result
of the four organizational pradticee are presented in Table 9.

With three of the four practices approxiMately 90 per cent of the
respondents indicated that either "much" or "some" change wee:required:of
teachers upon practicelmplementetion. With open space schools all of the
respondents gave theee see* two responses in reference to change requited.
The Actual percentage:* ranged frem:50 per cent for multiage grouping to
75 per cent for open apace schools.

Table 10 presents the preservice preparation provided for the four
organitational:practiCesq

In each 62 the four practices more than half of the respohdente reported
the preservice training provided to be at least "adequate". The percentages of
principals marking either "highly adequate" or "adequate" for the four programs
tonged from 55,9 per cent for multiage grouping to 67.9 per cent for nongreded:
organization. The perceotiges marking "highly adequate" ranged from 8.7 per
cent for team teaching to 14.3 per:cent for nongraded organitations.

The lergeet Percentage of negative responses toward preservico training
was evident with o0e0 spate achoole, where 18.8 per cent of the respondents
reported the training prOvided to be "totally inadequate ". This rating was
over 11 percentage point* higher than the closest completely negative respoose,
that of 7.1 pot cent for the nongraded:organization.

Table 11 reports that 50 per cent or more of the principals:indicated
et least'"adeqUate" ineervice training was provided for each of the
organizational practices included in this category. The percentages marking
tither "highly adequate" or "adequate" ranged from 50 per cent for multiage
grouping to 68.7 per cent for open space schools.
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Over 14 per cent of the principals reported the inservice program for the
nongraded organization to be "highly adequate". This rating was over twice as
large as the next largest percentage, that of 6.2 per cent indicating "Highly
adequate" inservice for open space schools.

While a majority of the respondents reported the inservice programs for open
apace schools to be "adequate", 12.5 per cent reported "totally inadequate"
training for this practice. This percentage was nearly three time' as large
as the next largest rating that indicated "totally inadequate" inservice training,
that 4.3 per cent for team teaching.

curricular-type programs

Table 12 describee how principals perceived six sources as proposers of
curricular-type programs (See Appendix C).

The principels surveyed viewed teachers as important in propoiing four
progratat minority cultures, drug abuse, family life, and process science.
Ratings ranged from 20 per cent for family life to 27.3 per cent for process
science, Career education was the only program in which teachers did not
appear to function as program proposers. Only 3.8 per cent of the respondents
name teachers ae first prOposing such programs. This figure was far smaller
than the numbete end per cents of principels who saw teachers as propooere of
the other four prograMs.

Principals consistently ranked their schools' central office staff as
important proposers of these programs. They received their highest rating as
proposers of career education. 26,9 per cent, and their lowest ratisg as
proposers of drug abuse programs, 17 per cent.

Together, centrel office personnel and teachers were viewed as proposers
of minority cultutei and procese science Progreies by approximately 50 pet cent
of the responding principals, Central office personnel and superintendents were
named as the Original proposete of career education programs by a combined total
of 46,1 per cent, while apptoximately 10 pet Cent named the two sources as
original proposers of drug abuse and family /ife Programs.

Principals rated themselves and their euperintendente lees often as
proposers of these OrOgrama. The greatest difference between these two Sources
was found with process science, where prinCipele named themselves as the
original proposers nearly five times as often.

Citizens and boards of education were not seen in important positions as
proposers of curricular- type programs. Family Me was the only program in
which more than 10 per cent of the prine:ipals named citizens as original
proposers. in none of the five programs was the board viewed as a proposer br
even 5 per cent of the respondents.

Approximately 10 per cent of the responding krincipals indicated a team
effort in proposing all five curricula& -type programs.

Tables 13 through 17 show that with each of the five programs the largest
percentage of principals saw either themselves or teachers as the most
influential in the adoption of the five curricular -type programs.
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Teachers were tatod as having "much" influence in the ed4tiOn of
minority cultures, drug abuse, and process science by 47.1 per cent, 41,5 per cent,
And 47.7 per cent of the principals, respeCtively. Principal. view :4 themselves
as having greatest importance in the adoption of career education and family life
courses, with 38.5 per cent and 46;7 per cent, respectively, rating their influ-
ence as "much".

Central office personnel shoved consistent ratings in their influence of
the adoption process. The percentages of principals who marked the central
office staff as having "much" influenee ranged, rom 23,5 per cent for minority
cultures to 34.4 per cent for career eduCetion.

Principals viewed the superintendent as having lesser importanCe in the
adoption of the five programs, Superintendents received their highest ratings
with drug abuse and family life courses, where 29,8 per cent and 28.9 per cent
of the principals rated the* as having "much" inflnenCe. They received their
lowest ratings with process science and minority cultures, where 28.4 per cent
and 38,2 per cent viewed them as having,"little"Ot "no" influence.

Citizens were reported as having "much" influence in the Adoption of drug
duos and family life prograzis by approximately 20 per Cent of the respondents.
With the other three prograMs, they were viewed as hOing minor importance in
the decision to adopt the programs.

Of the six sources, the board of education was viewed as having least
influence in the e:option process. 7. none of the five prostates did more than
11,5 per cent of tte respondents report the board to have "much" influence,
while approximately one-third to one -half viewed the board as having "little"
or "no" influence in the adoption of the five programs.

Table 18 summarizes data related to the extent of teaeher partiCipation
with the five curriculap.type programa

The degree of staff involvement with the five programs stUdied appeared to
be quite similar. Approximately half of the principals marked "some" or "few"
to indicate the degree of staff involvement with all five programs. In tour
of the programs; minority cultures, drug abuse, family life, and career
education, approximately 20 per cent indicated that only "few" teachers were
involved,

Of the five programa, career education was the only program in which more
than one -third of the respondents indicated involvement by "ill" staff
members. In each of the other four programs just over one-fifth of the principals
noted that "all" teachers were involved.

Teacher receptiveness to five curricular-type programs is reported in
Table 19.

Approximately 60 per cent of the principals indicated that four of the
programs; drug abuse, family life, career education, and process science, were
either "very well received" or "well received" by teachers. With minority cultures,
however, slightly less than one -third used these same two responses to report
teacher receptivity; Only 5.9 per cent indicated that minority cultures programs
were "very well received", while about 15 per cent used this response to describe
the remaining four programs.
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Approximately 60 per cent of the principals indicated that four of the pro-
grams' drug abuse, family life, career education, and process science, were
either "very well received" or, "well received" by teachers. With minority cultures,
however, slightly lee* than one-third used these same two responses to report
teacher receptivity. Only 5.9 per cent indicated that minority cultures
program* were "very well received", while about 15 per cent used this response
to describe the remaining four programa.

Approximately one-third of the respondents reported that four of the five
programs were only "fairly well received" by their teachers, while nearly
60 per cent gave this same response for minority cultures.

The respondents marked "not well received" or "poorly received" to describe
teacher receptiveness less than i0 per cent of the time

Principals' perceptioni of the change required of teachers as a result of
five curriculartype programs are recorded in Table

Process sciendevas reported as requiring more change on the part of
teachers than the four other programs, Nearly 95 per cent of the principle;
indicated that tither "much" or "some" change was required on the part of
teachers as a result of program adoption in proceee science.: Approximately
half reported that process science reqUired 'much" change by teachers!,

Approximately 60 per cent of the principals reported that minority
cultures, drug abuse, family life, and career education prows* required either
"much" or "some" change on the part of teachers. The actual percentages ranged
from 53,2 per cent for drUg abuse to 64,4 per cent for faMily life programs.

With the exceptiOn of process, science, about 40 per cent indicated "little"
or "no" change was required of teachers as a result of program,adoption..Only
5.6 per cant gaVe these ease two responses to indicate the change required
of teachers as a result Of the adoption of procese science prograns.'

Table 21 reports preservice training provided prior to implementation of
the five curricular -type programs.

Highest ratings in this category were received by family life courses,
where two-thirds of the respondents reported at least "adequate" preperatiOO'
provided, With minority cultures!, career education, and process science
courses of etudy, 50 per cent or more of the respondents described the
preservice training offered as at least "adequate". With drug abuse, 45.8 per
cent indicated their preeervice offerings to be at least "adequite". "Highly
adequate" preservice training was indicated by less than S per cent for minority
cultures, drug abuse, and career education. Approximately 10 per cent marked
this same response for the other two programs.

Over one-fourth cf the principals reported that "totally inadequate"
preservice preparation had been provided for minority cultures courses of study.
This rating was nearly 15 percentage pointe higher than the closest totally
negative rating, that of 10.6 per cent for drug abuse programs.

With each of the programs large percentages of principals marked "some,
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but inadequate" presetvice prepartaion had been provided. The actual percentages
indicating this reeponee ranged from 23,5 per cent for minority cultures to
41.5 per cent for drug abuse.

fable 22 reports the inservice training provided after implementation of the
five curricular -tyre programs.

Principale seemed to view inservice training for curricular-type prOgrame
in their buildings much as they viewed the pre-service training provided, family -
liEe inservice programs received at least 'adequate" ratings by 60 per cent
of the respondents, VhiCh was the highest rating given to any of the five
programs. "Highly adequate" ineervice training was indicated by 8 per cent or
less for the five programs.

Lowest ratings went to drug abuse and minority culture programs, where at
least half of the respondents found their inservice to be inadequate. Less
than half of the principals Weeted either of the two negative responses to
describe the ineervice programs for family life, career education, and process
science.

One-fifth of the principals used "totally,ioadequate" to be describe the
inservice training provided after implementation of minority cultures programs,
Career education followed with 15.4 per cent indicating the ineervice offered to
be "totally inadequate" for this curricular-type program.

Practice. Related to Personnel

Table 23 indicates how the responding principals perceived six sources as
proposers of practices related to personnel. In each of the four practices
included in this category, approximately one-third of the principals saw
themselves as program proposers. These ratings were considerably higher than
those received by any of the other five oources (See Appendix D).

Approximately half of the respondents named either themselves or their
superintendents es first proposing paraprofessional programs, differentiated
staffing, and elementary guidance. When teachers were added, these three
sources accounted for two-thirds of the original proposals for paraprofessional
programs. Either superintendents or central office personnel were named by
nearly one-third of the principals as proposers of paraprofessional and
elementary guidance programs.

Citizens were named as first proposing volunteer aides by 15.8 per cent
of the respondents. With this exception, citizens did not exhibit any
importance as proposers of the programs related to personnel.

Boards of education failed to receive any status as proposers of these
practices,

The numbers and percentages of principals indicating a team effort varied
from practice to practice. Ratings ranged from 10.2 per cent for paraprofessional
programs to 25 per cent for differentiated staffing.

Tables 24, 25, 26. and 27 show that principals viewed themselves as the most
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inflUential of the six sources in the adoption of the four ptectices related to
personnel, The percentages indicating that principals had imik..h" influence in
the adoption of the practices ranged from 61 per cent for elementary guidance to
15 per cent for differentiated staffing.

Principal.. also saw teachers as influential in the adoption of the four
practices. Except for elementary guidance, teachers consistently ranked second
in importance ab influencers of these practices, With both paraprofessional
programs and differentiateil staffing half of the respondents indicated
that teechere had "much" influence in the adoption process.

With the exception of volunteer aides, superintendents were also viewed as.
Wine influence in the adoption process. Superintendents received their highest
rating with elementary guidance, where 48.8 per cent of the respondents
reported them as having "much" influence, and nearly 45 per cent were seen as
having "little" or "no" influence.

Except for differentiated staffing, the ratings of the central office
staff were rather consistent. With each of the other three practices
approximately 15 per cent of the principals rated central office personnel as
having "much" influence, 20 per cent as having "some" influence, 10 per cent
as haVing "little" influence, and 25 per cent as having "no" influence.

Citizens were only influential in the adoption of volunteer aides, with
22.4 per cant of the principals rating them as having "much" influence in
the adoption of this practice. With the Other three prectices less than 5
per cent reported citizens to have "much" influence.

The board of education appeared most influential in the adoption of
elementarY 84idancei with 12.2 per cent of the respondents reporting boards
as having "much" influence. With the other three prectices less than 6 per
cent indicated the board to have "much" influence.

The extent of teacher involvement with four practices related to
personnel is presented in Table 28.

Paraprofessional programs appeared to have greater staff involvement than
the other three programs in this category. Nearly 80 per cent of the
respondents Ildicated that "all" or "moat' staff members were involved with
paraprofessic.nal programs in their buildings.

Over two-thirds of the principals indicated that either "all" or "most"
staff members were involved with paraprofessional programs in their buildings.

Over t.2c-thirds of the principals indicated that either "all" or "most"
teachers were involved with the guidance program. The remaining one-third
were almost equally divided between the responses of "some" and "few" teachers
involved.

With both the volunteer aides and differentiated staffing programs
approximately half of the principals marked that "all" or "most" teachers were
involved. in each of these practices nearly one-fifth reported that only "few"
teachers were involved.
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Table 29 reports that nearly 93 per cant of the respondents indicated that
paraprofessional programs ware either "very well received" or "veil received" by

teachers. Approximately 63 per cent reported the other three practices to be at
Wet "well received" in their bitildings.

Nearly 38 per cont reported differentiated staffing to be only "fairly well
received," sod approximately 27 percent gave this mini response for volunteer

Wee and elementary guidence. Less than 6 per cent Chose "feirly well received"
to describe teacher receptivenese to paraprofessional Pregrele,

With all four practices les, than 3 pev cent of the teepOodente marked
"not well received" to describe teacher receptivity. None of the principals
reported that any of the practices were "pootly received."

Table 30 presents principals' perceptions of the change required of teachers
as a result of tout practices related to personnel.

Differentiated staffing was reported as requiring more change by teachers
than the other three practices. Nearly 90 per cent of the principals reported
that either "much" or "some" change was required'of tetchett upon the adoption

Of this practice. Nearly one-third indicated that the practice requited
adoption

change by teachers.

Approximately 80 per cent of the respondents reported either "much" or

"some to indicate the amount of change required of teachers dUe to the adoption

of paraprofessional programs. One-fifth reported the practice required "much"

change by teacher!!

About 65, Pet cent of the principals reported that volunteer aides and
elementary guidance programs required at least "some" 0400 on the part of
teachers, Less than 10 per cent reported that the two practices required

"much" change.

The percentage of principals marking "little" change required of teachers
ranged from 12.$ per cent for differentiated staffing to 34.1 per cent for
elementary guidance. "No" change required on the part of teachers was marked
by less than 8 per cent of the respondents for all four practices.

Table 31 presents the preservice training provided before implementation of
the four practices related to personnel.

Differentiated staffing received the highest rating of the four practices
in this category, with 87.5 per cent of the principals repotting the preservice
training to be "adequate." Also receiving a majority of at least "adequate"

ratings were preservice programs for paraprofessional programa and elementary
guidance. The actual percentages were 58,6 per cent and 65,8 per cent, respectively.

The volunteer aides program was the only practice in this category where more
than half of the respondents reported that an inadequate preservice training
program had been provided. Here, 48.7 per cent indicated "some, but inadequate"

training.

The percentages of principals rating the preeervice training for these
personnel practice's as "totally inadequte" ranged from 0 per cent for differ-

entiated staffing to 12.2 per cent for elementary guidance.



Date concerning principals' perceptions of Wavle. training provided forthe four practice. related to personnel are presented is Table 32.

Differentiated staffing received the highest raring in tats category, with93.8 per cent of the respondents indicating the ineervice program provided as"adequate." Over 60 per cent viewed the iniervice training for paraprofessional
progress end elementary guidance is at lei* "adequate."

Only volnoteer tides received inadequato ratings by more than half of therespondents.

With three of the program's*
paraprofessional programs, volunteer aides,

and elementary guidance, from 20.8 per cent to 42.1 per cent of the principalsindicated thtt "some, but inadequate" ineervice had been provided.
principals

inadequate" inservice was reported by 6.2 per cent, 10.S per cent, end 1,1 percent, respectlWsly.

Proarams Related to Instruction

Table 33 relates information
concerning original proposers of six programsrelated to instruction an perceived by elementary prinx,,,'1 ($se Appendix E),

Approximately half of the principals listed teRehere aS firOt proposing fourof the six prosrais included in this categoryt tutorial program., unstructured
ties, independent study, and interest canters. One-foUtth indicated teachersfirst proposal individOslisid instruction in their buildings. 'Though teachersapparently prep0ded individUalised

instruction lets often than they did the fourother progress Mentioned;
their Percentage of proposals for this program vet

such liner then four of the six sources. Only 7 per cent of the tedpendents
reported teachers as proposers of ublVioral

objectives, a rating fat below those
they received for:the other five program..

Principals also saw themeelvei as important in proposing instructional
programs. Their ratings were rather consistent for all six progremes'ranging
from 23.2 per cent for tutorial programs to 37.8 per cent for individualised
instruction. Approximetely 15 per cent named either themselves or teachers as
proposers of tutorial progresii unstructured

tism4 independent study* and interest
centers, while 03.4 per cent named the ease two sources as proposers of
individualised Aetruction.

Principals, central office personnel, and superintendents first proposed
behavioral objeOtives in 77.4 per cent of the cases studied. This was the
only program which indicated sOperintendunto and central office personnel asimportant program prOpoaers.

In some of the six programs were citizens and boards of education viewedas important propoesm

A team effort was noted in proposing
individualized instruction and interest

centers by approximately 14 per cent of the principals, while about 6 per cent
indicated a team effort in proposing the other four programs.

Principals', perception, of the influence exerted by six sources in the
adoption of programs related to instruction are reported in Tables 34 throUgh 39.

In each of the six programs principals
and teachers were reported to be by
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far the most influential of the sources investigated. With the exception

Of behavioral objectives teachers were regarded as most influential of the six

sources in the adoption process. to these five ptogtaris 63 per cent or more

of the principals reported teachers to have "much" influence, The actual
percentages tonged from 63 per cent for unstructured time to 71.5 per cent for

interest cenrersi

Principals also fated thetselves as influential in the adoption of the six
prostate, their ratings cOneWently in second place except for thoeu for

behavieral ohJeCtiveS. With bOaviOiel objectives principale received the

highest rating as the source of 'influence. The percentage! indicating "much"
influence by principals ranged from 43.9 per cent for interest centers to'

61.1 per cent for indiVidualiced inattuatien.

With oaly two progrems, individualized instruction and behaviOtal objectives,
was the superintendent rated as haying "much" influence by more than 20 per cent

of the respondents; Central office petsonnel appeared to be most influential

in the areas of behavioral objectives and individualized instructions where they
were rated as haVing "much" influence by 12.2 per cent and 104 per cent of the

principals, respectively.

Boards of education and citizens were not seen as exerting influence in the

adoption of the six programs. In each case approximately 50 per cent of the

principals saw thete two sources as having "little" or "no" influence.

Table 40 describes the extensiveness of teacher involvement with six

program! related to instruction.

Behavioral objectives appeared to be the most extensively implemented program
in this category, with nearly three-fourths of the respondents reporting that
either "ell" or "mott" staff member° in their buildings were involved with their

use, tees than 3 per cent indicated that only "few" teachers were involved.

Over half of the principals indicated that "all" or "moat" teacher! were
involved with individualized instruction and interest Centers to the degree

specified in the questionnaire. Approximately one -third reported that "some"

teachets were involved with these two practices.

About one-thitd of the respondents reported that "all" of "most" teachers

participated in tutorial or independent study programs. Over 40 per cent

reported such participation for unstructured time. Of the 71.6 per cent, $8.7

per cent, and 66.6 per cent who marked "some" or "few" to indicate the extent of

teachet involvement with tutorial programs, unstructured time, and independent

study, respectively, over 20 per cent marked that only "few" teachers were

involved with the three programs.

Table 41 shows teacher receptiveness to six programs related to instruction

as perceived by elementary principals.

The most highly acclaimed programs appeared o be the tutorial program,

individualized instruction, and interest centers, all of which received at least

60 per cent of their ratings in the "very well" and "well" received columns.

Slightly less than half, 47.8 per cent and 44.4 per cent, respectively, reported

the two most positive responses for unstructured time and independent study.
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Least popular among teacher' seemed to be the use of behavioral objectives.
Here over half the tespondenti marked "feirly well received" as but describing
teacher receptivity in their building., and 14 per cent chose either of the two
negative respontes. This represented the largest negative response in the
instructional programs category. Independent study also Appeared to be a less
popular program, with 8.9 per cent repotting the practice to be "not well
received."

Table 42 reports that 35 per cent or more of the responding principals
perceived at least "some" change required of teachers upon implementation of all
six programs related to insttuCtion.:

Behavioral objectives and individualized instruction were rated as requiring
the most change« Nearly two- thirds of the respondents indicated that "much"
change was required upon iMpletentatien of individualized instruction. Over
one-third noted this same response for behaviorel objeCtiveil. Principals marking
either "much" or "some" change required for each of:these two programs totaled
over 90 per cent.

Approximately three - fourths of the principals reported that unstructured
time and interest centers required at least "some" change. About 20 per cent
indicated "much" change needed for thee. two programs.

Respondents indicated that less change was required for tutorial and
independent study programs. "Some" Change required was still marked by over
half of the principals, and 13.3 per cent marked "Much" to be describe teacher
chew for independent study.

Principals' perceptions of preservice training provided before implementation
Of the six practices related to instruction'are presented in Table 43.

Ralf or more of the respondents reported that at least 'adequate" preservice
training had been provided for four'of:the six programs:included in this
Category: unstructured time, behaViotal objectives,' interest centers, and
individualized instruction : The percentages of principals marking either of the
two positive respenses ranged from 50 per cent for unstructured time to 81.1 per
cent for individUalized instruction. At least 10 pet cent of the respondents
indicated "highly *40quete" training prior to, the implementation of behavioral
objectives and individualized instruction.

The preservice preparation of two programs, tutorial programs and independ-
ent study, failed to receive positive ratinge Whalf of the respondents. Only.
42.2 per cent and 37.8 pet cent, respectively, reported either "highly adequate"
or "adequate" training for these programs« The percentages of principals
describing the preservice preparation as "some, but inadequate" ranged from
approximately 35 per cent for unstructured time, individualized instruction, and
interest Center. to Approximately 45 per cent for tutorial programs, independent
study, and behavioral objective's. Preaervice training for unstructured time and
independent study was described as "totally inadequate" by approximately 15 per
cent of the respondents. Nearly 10 per cent gave this same negative response for
tutorial programs.

The ipservice training provided after program implementation of the six
programs is detailed in Table 44,

Inservice ratings for both individualized instruction and interest centers
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were similar, with 62.2 per cent and $9.3 per cent of the reepondente,
respectively, reporting at least "adequate" training after program implementation.

The other four programs failed to receive either of the two ndequate ratings
by over half of the responding principals. Ratings for tutorial program!,
independent study, and behavioral objectively; Were aimilar, with epptoXimately
54 per cent indicating inadequate ttaining. Oatructured time had the lowest
rating, with over 60 per Cent repotting inadequate ineetOice programs.' In four
of the six practices over 10 per cent of the principals reported "totallY
inadequate" ineerviCe. The actual percentages tot these four ptectices ranged
from 11.4 per cent for interest centers to 22.1 per cent for tutorial programs.

Materials Related to Instruction

Table 45 reports principals' perceptions of who first proposed certain
materials related to instruction (See Appendix 12).

Both principals and teachers were rated as important ptopooers of three of
the five types of materials studied. Together they well far the most
important proposers of ptogremmed instruction and learning packages, with 63.6
per cent and 74.4 per cent of the reepondents naming either themselves or
teachers as proposers of these materials. These two Sources were peiceiVed to
have originally proposed the use of teaching machines, by 44.8 per cent of the
principals.

The respondents reported that superintendente, central office personnel,
and principale originally proposed programmed instruction and the use of teaching
machines over 60 per cent of the time." The combined percentages of superintendent
and central office prOPOsels for programaed instruction, however, was smaller than
those held by either principals or teachers individually.

Boards of education and citizens exhibited minor importance as proposers of
the five types of materials related to instruction.

Schools using computer assisted instruction and dial access were too few to
allow for meaningful interpretation. Information concerning these two types of
materials appeats in the tables, but remarlts throughout the remainder of this
section will be limited to the other three types of materials included in this
category.

Tables 46 through 50 show principals' perceptions of the degree of influence
exerted by aim sources in the adoption of materials related to instruction, As
noted above, computer assisted instruction (Table 46) and dial access (Table 50)
are not included in this discussion.

Principals viewed themselves and teachers as influential sources in the
adoption of the types of materials that were included in this categoty. Teachers
were rated as having "much" influence in the adoption of progtammed instruction,
learning packages, and teaching machines by 51.8 per cent, 62.8 per cent, and
42.1 per cent of the principals, respectively. Principals' ratings of themselves
as having "much" influence for the adoption of these same materials ringed from
33.3 per cent for learning packages to 52.9 per cent for programmed instruction.

Less than 14 per cent of the principals saw central office personnel as
having "much" influence to the adoption process. Citirens and boards of education
were not seen as influential sources.
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The degree of staff involvement with certain materials related to
instruction is presented in Table 51,

Moet responding principals indicated little teacher participation with the
types of materials surveyed. Less than 30 per cent of the respondents marked
"all" or "most" to indicate the degree of staff involvement with the three
materiel's! programmed instruction, learning package,' and teaching machines.
Of the 70 per cent or more who marked either "some" or "few" teachers involved,
25.9 per cent, 35.9 per cent, and 47,4 per cent, respectively, indicated that
only

per
teachers in their buildings used such mtterfals.

Table 52 summarises teacher receptivity to five types of materials
related to instruction.

Programmed instruction appeared to be the most highlyreceived of the
materials surveyed, as 55.3 per cent of the principole indicated the materials
to be at least "well received." Nearly ode- fourth choee "very well received"
to beet destribe,teacher receptivity to the use of such materials. Learning
packages and teaching machines were both rated as at least "well received"
by 47,4 per cent of -the reepondents. Over 10 per cent merked all three types of
materials as at least "fairly well received" in their buildings.

Learning packages and teaching machines were reported either "not well
received" or "poorly received" in over 10 per cent of the responding schools.
yearly 6 per cent chose these same two responses to best describe programmed
instruction.

Table 53 presents principals' perceptions of the change required of
teachers as 0 result of implementation of the five types of materials related
to instruction.

Principals indicated that programmed instruction and learning packages
required considerable change by teachers. With both of theSe materials over
80 per cent of the respondents reported that either "much" or "some" change was
required. A smaller, but still large percentage, 63.2 per cent, gave these same
two responses to indicate the change required vith the use of teaching machines.

Table 54 presents preservice training provided before implementation of
five types of materials related to instruction.

The highest ratinzt in this category were received by teaching machines,
where nearly 70 per cent of the.reepondenie reported at least "adequate"
preparation before use of such tateriali. Progremmed inetruction received at

least an "adequate" rating by 60 eer cent of the resnondente.

Of the materials included in this category only, learning packages had less
than 50 per cent of the respondent* selecting either of the'two positive
responses. Preservice training for learning packages was marked either "highly
adequate" or "adequate" by 42.3 per cent of the principals. Nearly 45 per cent

chose "some, but inadequate" to be describe their preserVice training. The

percentages of principals who chOse either of the'two negative responses to
describe their training ranged from 31.6 per cent for teaching machines to 56.4
per cent for learning peckageg.

rable 55 reports that only learning packages failed to receive at least
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Nialquatel Wins for inservice trairine by half of the respondents.

The inestvice treidieg provided for programmed instruction and teaching
iichle00 was quite iiiiler, with approximately 60 per cent of the respondents
indicating it leiet an "adequate" rating, One difference in the two programa
0044red in the retina of "highly adequate," whets 10.6 per cent of the
printip40 iedieeted the inservice training provided for programmed instruction
wie !USW.), IldeqUate"444 none of the respondents gave thin higheet rating to
the ieservice proven for teaching Machines.

Thi'itwervice programs for learning package, and teaching machines were
reported as "totally inadeqkste" by 12.8 per cent and 10.$ per cent of the
respondents, respectively,

yira Ogler erect 4,1

Tie14:40'reports on the two practices, micro teaching and specific learning
disabilities, Which did not Logically fall into the five categories previcusly
discussed (See Appendix G.

-,Approximately 40 per cent of the principals named themselves as the person
who first proposed both micro teaching end specific learning disabilities,'
Another-:40 PeA Ont,Of-the reepondents named either the superintendent or
centres office personnel as the original proposers of micro teaching. Nearly
30 per cent aimed theitenametwo sources as proposers of specific learning
dieability programs.

/where were not viewed as important proposers of these two practices,
_Boards of education and citizens were rated even less often as important initiators.

Lila than-10 per cent of the principals reported a team effort in proposing
either practice.

Tables $7 and _,S8 report principals' perceptions of the degree of influence
emoted by sin sources on the adoption of micro teaching and specific learning

Slesentary principals viewed themselves as most influential of the nix
sourced its the adoption of the two practices. Approximately 60 per cent reported
themselves as having 'South" influence in the adoption process.

Superintendents were rated as influential in the adoption of micro teaching,
where 40 pet cent of the respondents indicated superintendents had "mach"
influence, This ratteg van over twice as law as tbe percentage computed for
Superintendent* who were viewed as having "much" influence in the adoption of
specific learning disability programs.

Teachers were reports.; as having "much" influence in the adoption of deer°
teaching and specific learning disabilities by 24 per cent and 30.6 per cent of

the principals, respectively. Teachers were most often reported to have "some"
influence in the adoption of the two practices.

Approximately 20 per cent of the principals reported central office
personnel as having "much' influence In the adoption of the two oractices

Neither citizens nor hoards oi education were repotted to oe ktflueotial to
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the adoption of the two programa. The pertentages of principals who indicatedthese two sources to haVe "little"
or "no" influence were 44 per cent for microteaching and 64 pat cent for specific

learning disabilities.

Staff involvement with the two practices, MiCYL, teaching and specificlearning disabilities, is reported in Table 59.

The extent of staff inVolvemeot With the two practices appeared quitelimiter. With each practice approximately 30 per cent of the respondents reportedthat "all" or "most" teachers were involved. Over one-third indicated that "some"teachers were involVed, while
another one-third reported that only "few"

teachers were involVed with the practices.

Teacher receptiveness to micro teaching and specific learning disabilities
is shown in Table 60.

Approximately one-fourth of the principals reported that micro teaching waseither "very well" or "well" received in their buildings. Over 40 per cent
marked this practice as "fairly well received," and 32 per cent marked "not wellreceived."

Principals' perceptions of teachers' receptivity to specific learning
disabilities prograts appeared more favorable. Nearly 60 per cent indicated the
program as either "very well received" or "well received." "Fairly Wellreceived" was used to describe the

teachers' receptiveness by 37.5 per cent ofthe respondents. Only 1.2 per cent marked either "pot well received" or
"poOrly received" to describe teacher receptivity.

Change required of teachers because Of the adoption of micro teaching and
specific learning disability programs is reported in Table 61.

Approximately trio - thirds of the 'respondents reported that micro teaching
required either."much" change or "some" change by teachers. Over 80 per cent of
the principals gave these sate two responses to indicate change requited as a
result of the adoption of specific learning disability Prgitrama.:

About one - third of these-responding reported that micro teaching required
"little" or 'to" change by teachers, while nearly one-fifth gave this same
response concerning specific learning disabilities.

Table 62 indicates that the preservice training for micro teaching was
viewed as at least "adequate" by 52 per cent of the responding principals
lesser percentagei 41.7 per cent, gave at least "adequate" ratings for the
preservice training provided for specific learning disabilities.

Approximately 40 pet cent of the respondents described the training for the
two programs as "some, but inadequate." Twelve per cent of the respondents
reported the preservite training as "totally inadequate" for the two programs.

The inservice training provided For the practices of micro teaching and
specific learning disabilities is presented in Table 63.
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The responses of the principals toward the inservice training provided
_for theei two programs. were very eiMilari in both instances epproximately

45 pet Cent of the reapondents,repOrted at least "adequate" inservice training.
A slightly larger perCentage of respondents teported the training for specific
learning disability programa to be "highly adequate."

The percentages indicating inadequate inservice training, 52 per cent and
52.8 per Cent! reePeetively, were also very similar for the two practices.

Chapter IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Review of Problem and Procedure

The purposes of this study were' 1) to determine the prevalence of

selected programs and practices in the elementary schools of Iowa, And
2) to investigate principals' perceptions of certain aspects of the adoption

process involved with these practices and programs.

Two questionnaires were used to gather the data. The first questionnaire

was sent to principals in each of the elementary schools in the state of IoWa.

Its purpose was to determine the prevalence of the selected practices in LWA:18

elementary schools.

A second questionnaire was designed to investigate six sources for their
importance in proposing programs and for the degree of influence these sources

has on the decision to adopt the programa. The questionnaire was also constructed

to gain information about five other factors related to the adoption of these

practices' and programa. Thin questionnaire was individualised to the extent that

respondents were asked about only those practices or programa that had been
listed, through the first questionnaire, as present in their buildings. The

questionnaire was sent to 231 randomly selected principals.

Percentages were tabulated Co indicate the degree of involvement each of

the six sources had both in proposing the practices and programs and in influencing

their adoption. Parte:Awe were also tabulated on the responses to the five

questions asked about each practice.

Summary of Findings

Prevalence of Selected Practices
in /owe Elementary Schools

Only two practices, interest centers and paraprofessional programa, were
reported in more than 70 per cent of Iowa's elementary schools. Between 50 per

cent and 70 par cent of the principals indicated drug abuse, individualised

instruction, and specific learning disabilities programs were present in their

buildings. Ten of the practices and programa were found in from 25 per cent to

50 pet cent of the schools, while eleven practices were reported in lees than

25 per cent of the schools.
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11120alreeioeOf
the AdottO Process

Program proposers, Principle viewed themselves in the most important
position as program propottett. With fourteen of the twenty-six practices and
programs the largest percentage of principals reported themselves to be the
Original program proposers. Principals appeared most often to be proposers of
organisational practices, practicee related to personnel, and the tOO_nother"
Practice*, micro teaching and specific learning disabilities. Considerable
importanCe was also evident with programs related to instruction and with
materials related to instruction. PrinCipals appeared to be less important as
proposers of 4!4.1trieuler-type programs.

Principals also visited teachers as important program proposers. Nith nine
of the practices teethers received higher ratings as program proposer, than the
other five sources. retchera appeared to be most influential as propopers of
curricular-type programs, programs: related to instruction, and materials related
to instruction. They displayed lesser importance as proposers of practices in
the remaining three categories.

Supetintendents 04 central office Woo:Wel appeared less *portant as
program proposers than did principals and teachers. SuWintendents received
their highest ratings as, proposers of organisational practices' and prectices
relatettOper0Onnel. Ctntral office personnel Were 000 LePortant as proposers
of curricular -type program's

DoArds of education and citizens were viewed as leett important of the six
sources as program PrOPOters. boards of education showed iwporiinee 'only with
computer assisted, instruction and dial access prOgrama. That. two programs
and volOnteer aides were the only programs where citizens displayed an
importance, as program proposers,

Sources of influence in program Adoption. Principals viewed themselves as
the most influential of the six sources in the adoption of the selected practices
and programs. They, received the highest percentAges of responses indiCating
"much" influence with fifteeu programs, and the second highest percentages
indicating this 040 influence With ten'other 'practices,. Principale appeared
especially influential in the adoption ot orgAnizational practices, practices
related to personnel, and the two practices of micro teaching and specific
learning disabilities.

leachers were seen as the second most influential source in the adoption
process. In twenty-one of the practices teachers received either the highest or
second highest number of responses reverting "much" influence. They displayed
moot influence in the adoption of programa related to instruction.

Superintendents were rated far less often as important 'sources of influence.
Their highest ratings were with open apace schools, elementary guidance,
computer assisted instruction, and micro teaching. Central office personnel
displayed influence only with career education and dial o$:ceee. Boards ot
education and citizens were viewed as least influential sources in the adoption
process

Staff Involvement The nongraded organization and paraprofessional programs
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appeared to be the most highly implemented program., with epprOximately 80 per
cent of the respondent, reporting these programs to involve "all" or "most"
teachers in their buildings.

Between SO per cent and 75 per cent of the principals reported that at least
"most" teachers were involved with nine of the other practices: multiage
grouping, open spetot scho014$ career education, differentiated staffing, elementery
guidance, behavioral objeCtiVe01 individualised instruction interest center',
end computer assisted instruction, Responses of "all" or "most" teachers involved
Were reported With ten of the remaining fifteen practices in from one-third to :

one -half of the schooli.

Least teacher involvement was noted with learning packages, where only
20.5 per cent indicated staff participation by at least "molt" teachers. Tutorial
programs, programmed instruction, teaching machines, and micro teaching were also
less widely implemented program!), 'kith less than 30 per cent indicating at least
"most" teacher involvement with these programs.

Teacher receptiveness. Eighteen of the twenty-six practices were reported
to enjoy positive receptivity by at least 50 per cent of the responding principals.
Organizational practice* and practices related to personnel were viewed as
especially well reeeived.

Two practices, open space schools and paraprofessional programs, were
reported to be either "very well" or "well" received in their buildings by over
75 per cent of the respondents. Paraprofessional programs ranked especially
hightith nearly 75 per cent of the principals rating this progrim as "very
well received," Twelve other practices were viewed as at least "well received"
by more than 60 per cent of the principals.

Only two program*, computer assisted instruction and micro teaching, Were
viewed to be either ."very well" or "well" received by 12 per cent or less of the
responding principals. Micro teaching appeared to be the least popular pradties,
with 32 per cent reporting this practice to be "not well received" in their
buildings.

Change required. With the exception of dial access, 50 per cent of the
principals reported that at least "soma" change was required of teachers upon
implementation of the twenty-six practices.

Organizational practices: team teaching, multiage grouping, nongraded
organization, and open space schools, seemed to require ,fin MAP rfiAngA of teachers.
With these practices from 89.3 per cent to 100 per cent indicated that at least
"some" change was required upon practice implementation, and at least 50 per cent,:
indicated that "much" change was needed. Open space schools were reported to

require "much" *hew by more than 75 per cent of the respondents. Approximately
two-tarde indicated this dame response for the nongraded organization. in

addition to the four organizational practices, process science and individualized
instruction were reported to require "much" change by 53.4 per cent and 65.6

per cent of the principals, respectively.

Six practices: team teaching, multiage grouping, open space schools,
process science, behavioral objectives, and individualized instruction, were
reported to have required at least "some" change of teachers by 90 per cent or
more of the respondents.
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Preeeryi50 triaging,. Principals tended to WIN the Ptelervic4 Mining
Offered for the twenty-six practices and programs insatigated as basically
positive. With nineteen of the practices SO per cent to 87.5 per Sat reported
their preeervice programs as at least "adequate." None of the preservice
programs, however, received "highly adequate" ratings by more than 13 per cent
of the respondents.

The category of organizational practices was the only Category in which all
practices received at least "adequate" preservice rating* by SO per cent or tarp
of the principals. Only OS oetwo programs in each of the other citapories
failed to receive Similar ratings, however.

Inadequate preiervis was reported by more than half of the principals for
the following iesa,programal drug abuse, volunteer aides, tutorial prograS,
independent study, learning packagee, dial access, and specific learning
disabilities.

Three programs, open space schools, minority cultures, and independent

study, received "totally inadequate" preservice ratings by from 15.6 per cent
to 26.5 per cent of the respondents.

Info ai Principally tended to view the inservice progress
prov! or mew practices and -programs in their buildings as 'slightly lees
effective then their preservice progress. Fifteen of the twenty -six practise
received at least "adequate ". ratings by SO per cent or more of the respondents.
Again, none of the programs *saved "highly adequate" ratings by more than
IS per cent pf the prinCipale.- By far the highest nereintege of "adequate"
Stings, 93.8 per cent, was tabulated for differentiated staffing, Three programs
the nongraded organisation, open space schoole, and elementary guidance, received
either of the two "adeqUate" ratings by two - thirds of the reepondeitt.

The category of orgemizitionel practices was again the only 'Category in
which all practices received at leest "adequate" inservice ratingi by SO, per cent
of more of the respondents. Leatt effective !service was noted for two
W4401'1008 programs related to instruction, Oere only two of the six programs
in this category received at least "adequate" ratings by SO per cent or more of
the respondents, and the two practices in the "other" category, 'where neither
program received a, majority of positive ratings.

Inadequate 'Service was sported by 50 per cent to 66.7 per cent of the
respondents for half of the practices. "Totally inadequate" inservice for
thirteen programs and practices was indicated by 10.5 per cent to 22.1 per cent
of the respondents.

Curricular-type programs, programs related to instruction, and the practices
of micro - teaching and specific learning disabilities received the most totally
negative rating,.

Observations and Suggestions

The respondents overwhelmingly named principals and teachers as the proposers
and as the major sources of influence in the adoption of the programs. and practices
investigated. The apparent low ratings of the other four sources may be dile, at
least in part, to theleschialism that often exists in buildings and therefore
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limits the scope of an elementary staff as it works to meet the immediate needs
of its young clientele.

Although the initial survey reported the presence of numerous practices in
Towels elementary schools, respondents indicated that a majority of the programs
wars operating on less then a buildingwide bests, This situation possibly
indicates individual teacher or small group interest in a specific program or
programs, rather than program adoption on the basis of a building or district
philosophy,

It would appear that considerable improvements are needed in the preservice
and iuservice training programs that are offered for newly initiated programs if
the new programs are to achieve their full potential. While principals tended
to view the training provided as basically satisfactory, their responses appeared
to meet only minimal levels of adequacy.

The scope of this study was rather board in nature, and thus failed to
answer many specific questions concerning the change process itself. The
writers would suggest the following possibilities for further research in this
areas 1) Apply the same basic format used in this study with all six sources
so that a statistical analysis could be used to compare source impressions of
proposers and influencers of change, 2) Select an innovative school and/or
school district and condutt an intensive study to determine the specific
characteristics that contribute to that school's innovativeness, 3) Prepare a
case study of a specific program in a school and/or school district from its
initial inception to its total implementation, 4) Compare innovative and
non-innovative schools and/or school districts to determine what similarities
and what differences exist between these two types, 5) From repeated development
of new programs must come established guidelines for initiating, developing,
supporting, evaluating, and sustaining such programs. Schools that have
developed such guidelines should be identified and utilized as prototypes for
other school districts, 6) Schools, interested in testing a new program,
curriculum, practice, technique, or organization should be very systematic in
the collection of data from those districts that have worked with the change,
7) Districts.(schools) must develop a general strategy for installation of the
proposed change, The spec.fic component of the change must be identified,
with approximately implementation dates, 8) Generally, a financial commitment
must be built into the new program change. Few programs can succeed without
adequate financing. Commitment within the district is a first step in planned
change, 9) Determine for yourself that the new program is in fact wanted by
staff, administration and public. Collect data to support its further
consideration, 10) Insure that adequate preservice and ineervice experiences are
provided to staff and administration, 11) Insist that a formal evaluative
provision be included in the over-all format of the proposed change. Develop
continuous assessment procedures of the change, 12) It would appear that the
following activities are most vital to the changes (a) established guidelines,
(b) selection of the most appropriate type of change, (c) appropriating adequate
budgetory resources, (d) preparing staff and support facilities for the change,
(e) managing the change over a period of time, (f) assessing the change (contin-
ually and periodically), (g) revising the change where necessary, (h) demonstrating
the change to others who are interested.
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Table 2

Principals' Perceptions of Proposer. of
four Organisational Practice.

Superintendent N 5 4 4 s
x 7.2 11.8 14.3 18,8

Central Office Staff N 2 1 3 0

'board
X 2.9 2.9 10.7 0.0

of Education N 0 0 0 0
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Principal N 33 21 13 7

X 30.7 61.8 46.4 43.8
?Whor N 14 2 2 0

titisens
X
N

20.3

0
5.9

0 0
7.1

0,0
.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

)Core Than One N 10 3 3 5
% 14.5 8.8 10,7 31.3

Unknown N I 1 1 0
X 1.4 2.9 3,6 0.0

Unmarked N 2 2 2 1
% 2.9 5.9 7.1 6.2

Pablo 3

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in

the Adoption of Team Teaching

Mich Soma Little None Unknown Unmarked

SuPerintendant N 10 28 8 8 3 12
% 14.5 40.6 11,6 11.6 4.3 17.4

Central Office N 7 17 8 20 2 15
X 10.1 24,6 11.6 29.0 2.9 27,7

Sold of Education N 1 7 19 23 6 13
X 1.4 10,1 27.5 33.3 8.7 18.8

Principal N 55 7 2 0 0 S
2 79.7 10.1 2,9 0.0 0.0 7.2

Teachers N 35 22 A 1 0 8
X 50,7 31.9 4.3 1.4 0.0 11.6

Clasen* N 0 7 15 26 7 14

t 0.0 10.1 21.7 37./ 10.1 20.1

18



trincipele Perceptions of the Degree of
Influonce !toted by Six Source. in
the AdOption of Multiage Grouping

Mach Little Non. Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 8 6 6 7 1 6

X 23.5 17.6 17.6 20.6 2.9 17.6
Control Offics N 3 4 8 11 0 8

X 8.8 11.8 23.5 32,4 0.0 23.S
Board of Education N 1 3 4 17 1 8

X 2.9 8.8 11.8 50.0 2.9 23.5
Principal N 27 4 1 0 0 2

% 79.4 11.8 2.9 0.0 0.0 5.9
Tischer. N 19 9 1 0 0 S

X 55.9 26.5 2.9 0.0 0.0 14.7
Citizens N 0 4 5 14 2 9

X 0.0 11.8 14.7 41.2 5.9 26.5

Table 5

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of Influence
Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of the Nongraded Organisation

Much Some Littls None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent K 10 9 1 3 0 s

Central Offics
X
N

33.7
5

32.1
7

3.6
2

10.7
7

0.0
0

17.9
ill

I 17.9 25.0 7.1 25.0 0.0 23.0
Soard of Education N 4 5 6 4 1 8

X 14.3 17.9 21.4 14.3 3.6 28.6
Principal N 21 2 0 0 0 5

X 75.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.9
Teachers N 15 9 1 0 0 3

X 53.6 32.1 3.6 0.0 0.0 10.7
Citizens N 0 6 9 6 1 6

X 0.0 21.4 32.1 21,4 3.6 21.4
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Table 6

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Open Space Schools

Much Some Little None Unknown Utz4eked

Superintendent N 9 5 1 0 0 1

2 56.3 31.3 ' 6.2 0.0 0.0 6.2
Central Office N 2 6 3 3 0 2

X 12.3 37.5 18.8 18.8 0.0 12.5
board of Education N 5 3 7 0 1 0

X 31.3 18,8 43.8 0.0 6.2 0.0
Principal N 12 2 1 0 1 0

X 75.0 12.5 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0
Teachers A 8 4 2 1 1 0

X 50.0 25.0 12.5 6.2 6.2 0.0
Citizens N 0 4 3 . 7 0 2

X 0.0 23.0 18.8 43.8 0.0 12.5

Table 7

Principals' Perceptions of Staff Involvement with
Your Organisational-Type Practices

All
Teachers
Involved

Most
Teachers
Involved

Some
Teachers
Involved

Few
Teachers
Involved Unmarked

Team Teaching N 14 14 24 17 0

X 20.3 20.3 34.8 24.6 0.0

Multiage Grouping N 14 5 15 0 0

X 41.2 14.7 44.1 0.0 0.0

Nongraded N 16 7 5 0 0
Organisation 2 57.1 25.0 17.9 0.0 0.0

Open Space Schools N 6 2 4 4 0
X 37.5 12.5 25.0 25.0 0.0
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Table 8

Principals' Perceptions of Teacher Receptiveness to
Four Organizational-Type Practice.

Very
Well
Received

Well
Received

Fairly
Well
Received

Not
Well
Received

Poorly
Received Unmarked

Teem N 17 32 18 2 0 0

Teaching X 24.6 46.4 26.1 2.9 0.0 0.0

Multiage N 8 15 10 1 0 0

Grouping X 23.5 44.1 29.4 2.9 0.0 0.0
Nongraded N 8 9 11 0 0 0

Organization X 28.6 32.1 39.3 0.0 0,0 0,0

Open Space N 5 7 3 1 0 0
Schools X 31.3 43.8 18.8 6,2 0.0 0.0

Table 9

Principals' Perceptions of Change Required of Teachers
by Four Organizational-Type Practices

Much Some Little None Unmarked

Team Teaching N 41 23 4 0 1

X 59.4 33.3 5.8 0.0 1.4

Multiage Grouping N 17 14 3 0 0

2 50.0 41.2 8.8 0.0 0.0

Nongraded Organization N 18 7 3 0 0

X 64.3 25.0 10.7 0.0 0.0
Open Space Schools N 12 4 0 0 0

X 75.0 23.0 ) 0 0
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Table 10

Principals' Perceptions of Preaervice Training Provided Before Implementation
of Four Organisational-Type Practices

Highly
Adequate Adequate

Some, but
Inadequate

Totally
Inadequate Unmarked

Apes Teaching N

X
6

8,7
33

'47.8

26
37,7

3

4,3
1

1,4
Multiage Grouping N 3 16 13 1 1

X 8,8 47.1 38,2 2,9 2.9
Nongraded N 4 15 7 2 0
Organisation 2 14,3 53.6 25,0 7.1 0.0
Open Space N 2 8 3 3 0
Schools X 12.5 50.0 18.8 18.8 0.0

Table 11

Principals' Perceptions of Inservice Training Provided After Implementation
of Four Organizational -Type Practices

Highly
Adequate Adequate

Some, but
Inadequate

Totally
Inadequate Unmarked

Team Teaching N 4 35 27 3 0
X 5.8 50.7 39.1 4.3 0.0

Multiage Grouping N 1 16 16 1 0
X 2.9 47.1 47.1 2.9 0.0

Nongraded N 4 15 8 1 0
Organisation X 14.3 53.6 28.6 3.6 0.0
Open Space N 1 10 3 2 0
Schools % 6.2 62.5 18.8 12.5 0.0
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Table 12

Principals' PetnePtiOns of Proposere of
Five Curricular -Type PrOgrate

Superintendent

Central Office Staff

Board of Education

Principal

leachers

Citirens
..

More Than One

Unknown

Unmarked

Minority
Cultures

Drug
Abuse

Family

Life
Career
education

Yrocese
Science

N, 2 15 5 5 4
2 5.9 16.0 11.1 19.2 4.5
N 8 * 16 8 7 21
X 23.5 17.0 17,8 26.9 23.9
N 1 0 2 1 1
2 2.9 0.0 4.4. 3.8 1.1
N 4 13 3 5 19
2 11.8 13.8 6.7 19.2 21,6
N 9 21 9 1 24
I 26.5 22.3 20.0 -3.8 27,3
N 2 2 5 0- 0
2 3.9 2.1 11.1 0.0 0.0
N 3 14 6 3 12
2 8.8 14.9 13.3 11.5 13.6
N 3 , 3 2 2 1
t 8.8 3.2 4.4 7.7 1.1
N 2 10 3 2 6
X 5.9 10.6 11.1 7.7 6.8

Table 13

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Minority Cultures

Huth Some Little Mote

4.101==e1110.1.111ESSIMIL

Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 7 8 8 5 0 6
1 20.6 23.5 23.5 14.7 0.0 17.6

Central Office N 8 10 4 6 0 6
1 23.5 29.4 11.8 17.6 0.0 17.6

Board of Education N 2 9 8 6 2 7

2 5.9 26.5 23.5 17.6 5.9 20.6
Principal N 11 . 15 2 0 0 6

t 12.4 44.1 5.9 0.0 0.0 17.6
Teachers N 16 10 5 0 0 3

2 47.1 29.4 14.7 0.0 0.0 8.8
Citisens N 2 6 12 7 0 7

2 5.9 17.6 35.3 20.6 0.0 20.6
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Table 14

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Drug Abuse Programs

Much Some Little None UnknoWu Unmarked

Superintendent N 28 33 9 8 2 14
2 29.8 35.1 9.6 8.5 2.1 14.9

Central Office N 25 15 8 22 3 21

2 26.6 16.0 8.5 23.4 3,2 22.3
Board of Education N 10 26 21 16 2 19

2 10.6 27.7 22,3 17.0 2.1 20.2
Principal N 35 33 10 1 0 15

2 37.2 35.1 10.6 1.1 0.0 16.0
Teachers N 39 29 16 0 0 10

2 41.5 30.9 17.0 0.0 0.0 10.6
Citizens N 20 8 27 23 12 4

2 21.3 8.5 28.7 24.5 12.8 4.3

Table 15

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Family Life or Sex Education

Much Some Little None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 13 17 7 1 0 7

2 28.9 37.8 15.6 2.2 0.0 15.6
Central Office N 15 7 3 11 0 9

2 33.3 15.6 6.7 24.4 0.0 20.0
Board of Education N 5 16 10 5 0 9

2 11.1 35.6 22.2 11.1 0.0 20.0
Principal N 21 14 4 0 0 6

2 46.' 31.1 8.9 0.0 0.0 13.3
Teachers N tP 11 9 0 0 7

4 40 u 24.4 20.0 0.0 0.0 15.6
Citizens N 9 12 9 3 2 10

2 20.0 26.7 20.0 6. 4.4 22.2
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Table 16

Principals' Pefteptiona of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six SOUrces it the

Adoption of Career Education

Much Some Little None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 5 13 4 1 1 2
2 19.2 50.0 15.4 3.8 3.8 7.2

Central Office 11 9 6 2 3 1 5
2 34.6 23.1 7,7 11.5 3.8 19.2

Board of tducetion N 3 3 9 5 1 5
2 11.5 11.5 34.6 19,2 3.8 19.2

Principal :' N 10 9 2 1 0 4
2 38.5 34.6 1.7 3.8 0.0 15.4

Teacher. X 6 10 7 1 0 2
2 23.1 38.5 26,9 3.8 0.0 7.7

Citigets N 1 2 10 8 1 4
1 3.8 7.7 38,5 30.8 3.$ 15.4

Table 17

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Process Science

wuch Some Little None Unknown Unmarked-

Superintendent 4 12 29 12 12 1

11111.11.1

21
% 13.6 33.0 14.8 13.6 1.1 23.9

Central Office N 28 11 2 22 3 22
7 31.8 12.5 2.3 25.0 3.4 25.0

boar4 of Education N 1 13 22 21 7 24
2 1 7 14.8 25.0 23.9 8,0 27.3

Principal H 37 32 4 0 0 15
2 42.0 36.4 4.5 0.0 0.0 17.0

Te.chers N 42 26 9 0 0 11
2 47.7 29.5 10.2 0.0 0,0 12,5

Citlaens N 0 5 13 40 6 24
2 0.0 5.7 14.8 45.5 6,8 27.1
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Table 18

Principals' Perceptions of Staff Involvement with
Five Cutricular-Type Programs

:

Ail Most Some Few
Teachers Teachers Teachers Teacher!,
Involved Involved Involved Involved Unmarked

Minority Cultures N 8 7 12 7

X 23.5 20.6 35.3 20.6
Drug Abuse N 20 19 37 18

I 21.3 20.2 39,4 19.1
Family Life N 10 12 14 9

X 22,2 26.7 31,1 20.0
Career Education N 9 4 7 5

T 34.6 15.4 26.9 19.2
Process Science N 18 22 41 7

X 20.5 25.0 46.6 8.0

0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
1

3.8
0

0.0

Table 19

Principals' Perceptions of Teacher Receptiveness to
Five Curricular-Type Programs

Very
Well
Received

Well
Received

Fairly
Well
Received

Not
Well
Received

Poorly
Received Unmarked

Minority N 2 9 20 2 1 0
Cultures % 5.9 26.5 58.8 5.9 2.9 0.0
Drug N 13 44 31 5 0 1

Abuse % 13.8 46.8 33.0 5.3 0.0 1.1
Family N 7 22 13 2 1 0
Life t 15.6 48.9 28.9 4.4 2.2 0.0
Career N 4 9 10 2 0 1
Education 2 15.4 34.6 38.5 7.7 0.0 3.8
Process N 13 36 34 3 0 0
Science 2 14.8 40.9 38.6 5,7 0.0 0.0
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Table 20

Principals' Perceptions of Change Required of Teachers
by Five Curricular-Type Programs

Much Some Little None Unmarked

Minority Cultures N 2 18 10 4 0
X 5.9 52.9 29.4 11.8 0.0

Drug Abuse N 2 48 37 6 1

X 2.1 51,1 39.4 6.4 1.1
Family Life N 5 24 15 1 0

X 11.1 53.3 33.3 2.2 0.0
Career Education N S 10 10 0 1

X 19,2 38.5 38.5 0.0 3.8
Process Science N 47 36 4 1 0

X 53.4 40.9 4.5 1.1 0.0

Table 21

Principals' Perceptions of Preservice Training Provided Before Implementation
of Five Curricular-Type Programs

Highly
Adequate Adequate

Some, but
Inadequate

Totally
Inadequate Unmarked

Minority Cultures N 1 16 8 9 0
2 2.9 47.1 23.5 26.5 0.0

Drug Abuse N 4 39 39 10 2

X 4.3 41.5 41.5 10.6 2.1
Family Life N 5 25 12 2 1

2 11.1 55.6 26.7 4.4 2.2
Career Education N 1 12 9 2 2

X 3.8 46.2 34.6 7.7 7.7
Process Science N 8 41 33 5 1

X 9.1 46.6 37.5 5.7 1.1
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Table 22

Principals' Perceptions of Inservice Training Provided After Implementation
Of Five Curricular-Type Programs

Highly
Adequate Adequate

Some, but
Inadequate

Totally
Inadequate Unmarked

Minority Cultures N 2 14 11 7 0
2 5.9 41.2 32,4 20.6 0.0

Drug Abuse N 2 43 36 11 2
2 2.1 45.7 38.3 11.7 2.1

?airily Life N 3 24 14 3 1
2 6.7 53.3 31.1 6.7 2.2

Career Education N 2 11 7 4 2

2 7.7 42.3 26.9 15.4 7.7
Process Science N 7 42 31 7 1

2 8.0 47.7 35.2 8,0 1,1
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Table 23

tri41,410 TM-WOOS of Proposers of
Pour teoetiwts 101440 to Pewees

14114410+.
Diffeson4

lassional Toluntser MOO 2161004,01
PrOgrat Aides SIAM** Ooidaece

Soperistoedsot b 25 2 3 4
A 11.5 2.6 19.8 19.5

Coettel Offles Staff N 15 6 1 5
1 11.7 7,9 6.1 12,2

lord of 14ucatfss V
I

1

.e

0
mo

0
0.0

0
0.0Pried* V 40 27 9 14

1 31.3 35.5 31.3 34.1
?whrs M 21 7 1 3

X 16.4 9.2 6.1 1.3
Misses V 0 12 0 0

2 0.0 15.8 0.0 0.0
More Timm Ono 1 13 14 4 6

1 10.2 16.4 25.4 14.6
Veknowa V 7 1 0 3

X 5.5 1.3 0.0 7.3
Meeatbed N 6 7 2 1

I 4.7 9.2 11.5 4.9

Table 24

Principals' Porctiptions of the Nesse of
leflueso hatted by Six Sooscis is the
Adoption of Poraprofsoldoeal Propane

1110111.
**b Soes Little Volta Winona UsearitOd

$014siatendset V 49 44 4 3 2 20
2 38.3 34.4 6.2 3.9 1.6 15.6

Cootral Office V 20 16 9 30 11 30
1 15.6 21.9 7.0 23.4 8.6 23.4

IsstS of &lunation
11 7 33 26 21 10 20
1 5.5 27.3 20.3 16.4 7.8 12,1

Priecipal N SA 25 1 0 3 IS
1 65.6 19.5 .6 0.0 2,3 11.7

?bothers V 64 35 4 0 2 19
1 50.0 30.5 3.1 0.0 1.6 14.8

Citiacea V 1 14 27 36 19 29
2 A 10,9 21.1 29.7 14.6 22.7
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Table 25

Principals' PerCeptiome of the Degree of
Influence betted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Volunteer Aides

Mich Some Little None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 8 14 17 17 3 17
g 10.5 18.4 22.4 22.4 3.9 22.4

Central Office 14 12 16 7 23 1 17

X 13,8 21.1 0.2 30.3 1.3 22.4
Spud Of Education N 2 5 17 31 S 16

Principal
I

N
2,6

51

6.6
1S

22.4
2

40.8
0

6.6
0

21.1
S

X 67.1 19.7 2.6 0.0 0.0 10.5
teachers N 25 29 11 1 0 10

% 3.92 18.2 14.5 1.3 0 13,2
Cit two N 17 17 8 1/

0.0
1 16

I 22.4 22.4 10.3 22.4 1.3 21.1

Table 26

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
influence Exerted by Six Sources in the
Adoption of Differentiated Staffing

Much SOW Little Non. Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent It 3 3 1 1 0 6

X 31.3 1A.01 6,2 6.2 0.0 37.3
Central Office N 0 5 0 S 0 6

I 0.0 31.3 0.0 31.3 0.0 37.5
board of Education N 0 3 3 3 0 7

% 0.0 18.8 18.8 18.8 0.0 42.8
Principal N 12 2 0 0 0 2

X 75.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 12,3
Teachers N 1 S 0 0 0 1

% 50.0 31.3 0.0 0,0 0.0 18.8
Catena') N 0 1 2 7 0 6

X 0.0 6.2 12.3 43.8 0.0 37.5
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Table 27

Principals' Perception* of 64, Degree of
Influent* Exerted by Six Ourcie in the
AdoptiOn of Slementary duidents Pirogue*

Koch $00. Little None Unknown Vneatked

Superintendent N 20 I 7 5 2 0 :7

1 4808 17.1 12.1 4.9 0.0 17.1
Central °Mt' N 6 9 5 9 -, 2 10

1 14.6 22.0 12.1 22.0 4.9 24.4

Board of Education N 5 10 8 6 3 9
1 12.2 14.4 10,5 14.6 7.3 12.0

Principal N 23 7 4 1 0 4

1 61.0 17.1 9.8 2.4 0.0 9.8
Teachers N 13 14 5 3 1 S

X 31.7 14.1 12,2 7.3 2.4 11,2

Citicens N 2 3 11 12 2 :, 11

X 4.9 7.1 26.8 29.3 4.9 26.8

Table 28

Principals' Perceptions of Staff Involvecent with
Four Practices to Personnel

All
Teachers
Involved

Host
Teachers
Involved

Some
Teachers
Involved

Pew
Teachers
Involved Unmerked

Paraprofessional A 7c 30 17 9 0

Program 2 56.3 23.4 13.3 7.0 0.0
Volunteer Aides N 16 20 24 15 1

t 21.1 26.3 31.6 19.7 1.3
Differentiated N 3 3 5 3 0
Staffing : 1 31.3 18.8 31.3 18.8 0.0
Elemcntery Guidance N 20 8 7 6 0

2 48.8 19.5 17.1 14.6 0.0
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Table 29

Principals' Perceptions of Teacher Receptivenels to
tout Preeticte Related to Personnel

Very
Well
Received

Well
Received

Isirly
Well
R000ivid

Not
Well
Received'

Poorly
Received Uneark d:

Pare N 94 26 7 1 0 0

t::::::4", X
73.4 20.3 3,3 0.8 0.0 0.0

::.Volunteer N 30 22 21 3 0 0

:Aides X 30.3 28.9 27.6 3,9 0.0 0.0

Differ- 3 7 :6 0 0

Witted X 18.8 43.8 37.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stiffing
Rlesatitary N 13 12 11 1 0 1

00400 X_ 36.6 ' 29,1 26.8 4.9 0.0, 2.4

Table 30

Principals' Perception of Chaos, Required of Teachers
by Pour Practices Related to Personnel

Much Sore Little None Unmarked

ereprofeselonel Progras N 26 16 23 3 0

A 10.i 59.4 18.0 2.) 0.0

Volunteer Aide. N 5 47 18 6 0

3 4.t 61.8 23.7 7.9 0.0

Differentitted Staffing N S 9 2 0 0

4) 1 S6.1 12.5 0.0 0,0

Elementary Guidance N 1 21 14 2 o

7.1 33.7 34.1 4.9 0.0
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?able 31

Priteip$10) Parathions of Praervice Training Provided Setae taietatAtion
of Pour Practices Related to P414011641

Highly Som., but Totally
Adequtte Adequate Inadequate ladequatot Untarksd

1°- ilteprofalional N 4 71 41 8 4
Program 2 3.1 55.3 32.0 6.2 3.1
Yoluntsar Aides X 1 31 37 6 1

2 1.3 40.8 48.7 7.9 1.3
Diffiratata N 0 14 0 0
Stiffing 2 0.0 87.3 12.3 0.0 0.0
Slatatary N 1 26 9 5 0
Guidance 2 2,4 63.4 22.0 12.2 0.0

1010 32

Principals' Perceptions of Ineervice Training Provided After Implementation
of Four Practices !Wilted to Personal

Highly
Adequate Adaquata

Some, but
Inadequate

Totally
Inadequate Unmarked

Paraprofessional N 6 72 40 8 2

Preitt*4 1
4.7 36.3 31.3 6.2 1,6

Volunteer Aides N 1 32 32 8 3

2 1.3 42.1 42.1 10.5 3.9
DiffOrentiated N 0 IS 1 0 0
Staffing 2 0.0 93.8 6.2 0.0 0.0
liementaY N 2 23 11 3 0
Guidance 2 4.9 61.0 26,8 7.3 0.0
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'Coble 33

Prinnipale PorteptiOrts of ProPosere of
Sim 'Ogress Related to InetrOction

Superintendent N 3 0 2 14 8 1

2 3.2 U.0 4.4 19.7 8.9 0.8
Central Office Staff N 0 1 1 15 6 0-

1 0.0 2.2 2.2 21.1 6.7 0.0
board of Education N 0 0 0 1 0 0

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0
Principal N 22 13 14 26 34 29

2 23.2 28.3 31.1 36.6 37.8 23.4
Teachers N 49 24 20 S 23 63

2 51.6 52,2 44.4 7.0 25.6 51.2
Citizen; N 0 0 0 0 0 0

X 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
?lore Than One N 6 3 3 4 13 8

2 6.3 6.5 6.7 5.6 14.4 14,6
Unknown N 5 2 2 3 1 3

2 3.3 4.3 4.4 4.2 1.1 2,4
Unmarked N 10 3 3 3 3 9

2 10.5 6.5 6.7 4,2 5.6 7.3

Table 34

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Tutorial Programs

Much Some Little None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 3 15 12 41 3 21

2 3,2 15.8 12.6 43.2 3,2 22,1

Central Office N 0 10 11 45 1 28

2 0,0 10.5 11.6 47,4 1.1 29.5

board of Education N 0 1 12 10 9 23

2 0.0 1.1 12,6 52.6 0.5 24.2

Principal N 49 26 3 0 0 17

I 51.6 27.4 3.2 0.0 0.0 17,9

Teutons N 61 23 0 1 0 10

2 64,2 24.2 0.0 1.1 0.0 10.5

CitAgen0 N 0 4 12 42 14 23

2 0.0 4.2 12.6 44.2 14.7 24.2
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Table 35

Principals' Perceptions of the Dears' of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Unstructured Tiit,

Much Soma Little None Unknown

matzglamimspexill

Unmarked

Supetintandint N 1 9 8 17 3 8

2 2.2 19,6 17.4 37.0 6.5 17.4
Central Office N 1 5 7 20 2 11

2 2.2 10.9 15.2 43.5 4.3 23.9
Board of Education N 0 0 5 25 5 11

X 0,0 0,0 10.9 54.3 10.9 23.9
Principal N 2S 15 2 0 0 4

2 54,3 32,6 4.3 0.0 0.0 8.7
Teachers N 29 12 1 0 0 4

2 63.0 26.1 2.2 0.0 0.0 8.7
Citizens N 0 2 4 24 5 11

2 0.0 4.3 8.7 52.2 10.9 23.9

Table 36

Principals' Perceptions of the DOW' of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Independent Study

Much Some Little None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 6 9 10 13 2 s
2 13.3 20.0 22,2 28.9 4.4 11,1

Central Office N 3 1 6 20 1 8
2 6.7 15.6 13.3 44.4 2.2 17.8

Board of Education N 1 4 10 18 s 7

% 2.2 8.9 22.2 40.0 11.1 15.6

Principal N 26 11 4 0 0 4

2 57.8 24.4 8.9 0.0 0.0 8.9

Teachers N 31 7 3 1 0 3

2 68.9 15.6 6.7 2.2 0.0 6.7

Citizens N 0 3 8 19 6 7

2 0.0 11.1 17.8 42.2 13.3 15.6
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table 31

Principals' Perceptions of the Devoe of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of behavioral Objectives

Huch Soma Little None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 21 26 6 9 0 9
2 29.6 36.6 8.5 12,7 0.0 0.0

Central Office N 13 10 6 25 1 16
2 18.3 14.1 8.5 35.2 1.4 22,5

Board of Education N 0 8 16 23 8 16
2 0.0 11.3 22.5 32.4 11.3 22.5

Principal N 38 22 2 1 0 8
2 53.5 31.0 2.8 1.4 0.0 11.3

teacher. N 29 20 11 2 0 9
2 40.8 28.2 15.5 2.8 0.0 12.7

0ititene N 0 3 12 31 9 16
2 0.0 4.2 16.9 43.7 12.7 22.5

Table 38

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Source. in the
Adoption of Individualised Instruction

Much Some Little None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 19 21 15 11 0 22
2 21.1 25.6 16.7 12.2 0.0 24,4

Central Office N 11 12 9 29 3 26
1 12.2 13.3 10.0 32.2 3.3 28.9

Board of Education N 2 13 23 19 8 25
% 2.2 14.4 25.6 21.1 8.9 27.8

Principal N 55 19 0 0 0 16
1 61.1 21.1 0,0 0.0 0.0 17.8

Teachers N 57 18 2 0 0 13
2 63.3 20.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 14.4

Cititens N 1 12 14 29 8 26
2 1.1 13.3 15.6 32,2 8.9 28.9
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Table 39

Principal.' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of interest Centers

Much Some Little None

1111=3=010111===2

Unknown Unmarked

Suporintendent N 9 17 34 35 3 23
X 7,3 13.8 27.6 28.5 2.4 20.3

Cential Office N 6 18 18 44 3 32
X 4.9 14.6 14,6 33.8 4.1 26.0

SoArd Of Education N 1 4 18 34 17 29
X .8 3.3 14.6 43.9 13.8 23.6

Ptinoipal N 34 48 7 0 0 14
X 43.9 39.0 . 7 0.0 0.0 11.4

Teachers N 88 22 0 0 10
X 71.5 17.9 ..4 0,0 0.0 8.1

Citizens N 1 3 20 52 15 30
X .8 4,1 , 16.3 42.3 12.2 24,4

Table 40

Principals' Perceptions of Staff Involvement with
Six Practices Related to Instruction

All
Teachers
Involved

Moat
Teachers
Involved

Some

Teachers
Involved

Pew
Teachers
Involved Unmarked

Tutorial Program N 4 23 40 20 0
X 4.2 24.2 50.5 21.1 0,0

Unstructured Time N 8 11 17 10 0
2 17.4 23.9 37.0 21.7 0.0

Independent Study N 3 12 20 10 0
X 6.7 26.7 44.4 22.2 0.0

behavioral Objectives N 32 20 17 2 0
X 45.1 28.2 23.9 2.8 0.0

Individualised N 33 17 28 12 0
Instruction X 36.7 18.9 31.1 13.3 0.0
Interest Centers N 24 38 45 16 0

X 19.5 30.9 36.6 13.0 0.0
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table 41

Principals' Perceptions of Teacher Receptiveness to
Six Preeticea Related to Instruction

Veey /tidy Not
Vell Well Well Well Poorly
Recalved Received Received Received Received =stied

Tutorial N 19 42 32 1 1 0
Pravda 2 20.0 44.2 33.1 1.1 1.1 0.0
Vnetructured N 6 16 21 2 1 0
ties 2 13.0 34.8 45.7 4.3 2.2 0.0
1044Pendent N 2 18 21 4 0 0
Study ' ' 2 4.4 40.0 46.7 8.9 0.0 0.0
lehevioral N 4 20 36 7 3 1
Objective* % 5.6 28.2 50.7 9.9 4.2 1.4
todiviiNalitedN 21 34 31 4 0 0
Instruction 1 23.3 37.8 34,4 4.4 0.0 0.0
Interest N 36 49 35 2 1 0
Centers I 29.3 39.8 28.5 1.6 0,8 0.0

Table 42

Principals' Perceptions of Change Required of Teachers
by Six Practices Related to Instruction

Much Some Little None Unmarked

Tutorial Program N 0 53 37 5 0
2 0.0 55.8 38.9 $.3 0.0

Unstructured Time N 11 25 9 1 0
2 23.9 54.3 19.6 2.2 0.0

independent Study N 6 24 12 3 0
% 13.3 51.3 26.7 6.7 0.0

Sa'utviOtal Objectives N 26 38 7 0 0
1 36.6 53,5 9.9 0.0 0.0

Individualised InetruCtion N 59 26 5 0 0
1 65.6 28.9 5.6 0.0 0.0

Interest Centers N 23 69 23
6

21 18.7 56.1 18.7 4.9 1.6



Table 43

Principals' Perceptions of Preservice Training Provided Before Implementation
of Six Practices Related to Instruction

Highly Some, but Totally
Adequate Adequate Inadequate Inadequate Unmarked

Tutorial Program N 1 39 45
X 1.1 41.1 47.4

Unstructured Time N 0 23 16
2 0.0 50.0 34.8

independent Study N 0 17 20
2 0.0 17.8 44.4 15.6 2.2

Behavioral N 8 31 30 2 0
Objectives X 11.3 43.7 42.3 2.8 0.0
individualised N 9 46 31 4 0
Instruction X 10.0 51.1 34.4 4.4 0.0
interest N 3 69 43 6 2
Centers X 2.4 56.1 35.0 4.9 1.6

9

9.5
6

13.0
7

1

1.1
1

2.2
1

Table 44

Principals' Perceptions of Inservice Training Provided After Implementation
of Stx Practices Related to Instruction

Highly Some, but Totally
Adequate Adequate Inadequate Inadequate Unmarked

Tutotial Program N
X

Unstructured Time N
X

Independent Study N
X

Behavioral

Objectives X
Individualited
Instruction X

Interest Centers N,1

2 41

2.1 43.2
1 16

2.2 34.8

1 19

2.2 42.2
6 26

8.5 36.6
7 49
7.8 54.4
3 70

2.4 56.9

30

11.6
22

47.8
16

35.6
37

52.1
30
33.3
34

27.6

21

22.1
6

13.0

8
17.8
2

2.8
4

464
14

11.4

1

1.1
1

2.2

1

20 .2

0.0
0
0.0
2

1.6
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Appindix 1

Motorists Ralated To tostrucOoh
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Table 45

Principals' Perceptions of Proposers of Five Types
of Materials Related to Instruction

Computer
Assisted
Instruction

Programmed
Instruction

Learning
Packages

Teaching
MAchine

Dial
ACe#110

Superintendent N 1 6 3 6 0
% 50,0 7.1 3.8 15.8 0.0

Central Office N 0 11 4 7 3
Staff 1 0.0 12.9 5.1 18.4 0.0
Board of Education N 0 1 0 0 0

1 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Principal N 0 35 17 12 0

1 0.0 41.2 21,8 31.6 0.0
Teachers N 0 19 41 3 0

I 0.0 22.4 52,6 13.2 0.0
Citizens N 0 0 0 0 0

X 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
More than One N 1 8 6 6 0

1 50.0 9.4 7.7 15.8 0,0
Unknown N 0 1 1 0 0

% 0.0 1.2 1.3 0.0 0.0
Unmarked N 0 4 6 2 0

2 0.0 4.7 7.7 5.3 0.0

Table 46

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Computer Assisted/Managed Instruction

Much Some Little None Unknown Unmarked,

Superintendent N 2 0 0 0 0 0
% 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0

Central Office N 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0

Hoard of Education N 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Principal N 1 1 0 0 0 0
2 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Teachers N 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 50.0 50.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0

Citizens N 0 1 0 1 0 0

% 0,0 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 4?

Principal. Perceptions of the 111006 of
Influence betted by Six Sourede in the

Adoption of froxramed Instruction

Much Soma Littloti 000 P44000 marked

#000tinten4ent N 14 23 17 24 2 IS
t 16.5 27.1 20.0 16,2 2,4 1116Central Office N 11 12 3 35 3 17
2 12.0 14.1 5,9 41.2 3.9 20.0Sottd of E4t4etion N 4 8 17 33 7 16

Principe/
1

X
4.7

4$
9.4

10,4
20,0 3E 8

2
1 .2

1

18,8
9

2 52.9 29.4 3.5 2.4 1.2 10.6/teeter* N 44 23 S 0 1 10
2 51,8 20,4 5,9 0.0 1.2 11.6Citieofts N 3 7 66 16 12 17
2 1.3 8.2 9.4 44.7 14.1 20.0,,,,,.=1.o.....

table 48

Procipale! Perceptions of the Degree of
Influence Exerted by Silt SOuteee in 04

Adoption of 1.4erninx Packwer:

Much 8.90$1 Little: None Unknown Unatrked

Superintendent N 8 17 9 23 S 16
2 10.1 21.8 11.5 29.5 6.4 20.SCentre1 Office N 4 11 4 34 3 22
1 2.1 14.1 2,1 41.6 3.6 26.2Board of Education $ 0 b 0 14 10 19
I 0.0 7.7 11.5 41.6 12.6 24.4Principal N 26 34 1 0 0 II
2 MI 42.6 9.0 0.0 0.0 141telicIlers N 49 20 4 0 U S
1 62.8 25.6 S.1 0.0 0.0 6 402tistni N 0 5 8 38 8 19
1 0.0 6.4 10,3 4E7 10.3 24.4
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Table 49

Principals' Perceptions of the Degree of
influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Teaching Machines

Much Some

111111

Little None Unknown

Amino II

Ursarked

Superintendent N 10 8 6 3 0 11
I 26.3 21.1 13.8 7.9 0.0 28.9

Central Office N 3 5 3 11 3 11
% 13.2 13.2 7,9 28.9 7.9 28.9

Board of Education 14 0 4 8 11 3 12

% 0,0 10.5 21.1 23.9 7.9 11,6
Principal N 18 10 5 0 0 5

2 47.4 26.3 13.2 0,0 0.0 11.1
Teachers N 16 10 4 0 1 /

2 42.1 26.3 10.5 0.0 2.6 18.4
Citirens N 0 2 3 17 4 12

1 0.0 3.3 7.9 44.7 10.5 31.6

Table SO

Principals/ Perceptions of the DOVO4 of
Influence Exerted by Six Sources in the

Adoption of Dial AeCOSit

Much 5004 Little None tnknown- Otsatild

Superintendent N 0 2 0 0 1 0
1 0.0 66.1 0.0 0.0 33.3 0,0

Central Office N 3 0 0 0 q 0
2 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Board of Education N 0 1 0 1 1

I 0.0 33.3 0.0 33.3 33.3 8.0
Principal N 0 1 1 1 0 0

2 0.0 33.3 33,3 33,3 0.0 '0,0
Teachers, N 0 1 1 1 0 0

* 0.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 0.0 0,0
Citfaens N 0 0 0 3 0 0

f 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 31

Principe/9' Perceptions of Staff InVolveuent with
rive Types of Materials Releted to instruction

All

Teschere
Involved

Most

Teatime
Involved

Soma
Teachers
Involved

rev
Teacher,
tnvOlved UnOrked

ComputerAleteted N 1 0 0 1 0
Instruction ; 50.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0
Progressed tnitNction N 11 14 18 22 0

Leerning Packages
A
N

12.0
3

16.5
11

44.7
34

25.9
28

0.0
0

X 6.4 14.1 43.6 35.9 0.0
Teaching Whin. N 4 6 10 18 0

X 10.5 15.8 26.3 41.4 0.0
001 Access N, 0 1 2 0 0

X 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0

Table 52

Principal,' Perceptione of Teacher Receptivensal to
Five Types of Materials Related tOinitruCtion

go001.....

Very Fairly Not
Well Well Well Well Poorly

geceiVed Received Received Received Received Unmarked

Conputar- 0 0 2 0 0 0
Assisted X 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Instruction
Progressed N 20 27 33 3 0 0
Instruction X 23.3 31.0 MS 5.9 0.0 0.0
Learning r N 10 2/ 33 / 1

Packages II 12.8 34.6 42.3 9.0 1.3 0,0
Teaching N 5 13 15 4 1 0
Oa X 11.2 34.2 39.5 10.5 2.6 0.0
6

aline

0 2 1 0 0 0
Access 0.0 66.1 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 53

Principals' Perceptions of Change Militated of Teachers
by Pim Typos of Material, Related to Instruction

Mich Some Little Nona Unmarked

Computer-Assisted Instruction

Programed tnitruction

Learning Packages

Teaching /Whine

Mel Acme

N 0
I 0.0
N 26

$ 30.6
N 32

2

N 3

41.0

1 7.9
N 0
2 0.0

4.111

1

30.044
51.8
3246441.0
21

55.3
0
0.0

0
0.0

li

15,3
11
11

12
31,6
3

100.0

0

0.0
1

1.2

1

2

.3

5.1
0
0.0

t

50,0
1

k2

0.0
0
0.00:
0,0

Table 54

Principelc0 Perceptions of Pt4OetV1t. Training Provided Before ImplementetiOn
of five Types of Netertals Piloted to instruction._

Highly
Adequate Adequate

Somii, but

Inadequate

Computer-Assisted N 0 1 1

instruction I 0.0 50.0 50.0
Progremed N 7 44 29
tnetruction 2 8.2 31.8 34.1
Learning N 4 19 33
Packages 1 5.1 37.1 44.9
teaching 1 25 9
*chins 2 2,6 63.8 22.7
Dial Meese N 0 1 2

2 0.0 33.3 66.7

68

Totelly
Inadequate Unsitked

0 0
0.0

0
0.0

5

5.9 0.0
9 1

11.5 1.3
3 0

7.9

0
040

0
0.0 0,0



Table 53

Principals Parcaptions of Inarrvica Training PrOvidad After implementation
of 1104 TYPO of Neteriala ROOS to Ttetruttion

_

Ntahly -0441 but Totally
4444usto Adequate Inadequate 14444qUita marked

Computer-Mil:sled N 0 1 1 0 0
Instruction X , 0:10 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
Proposed N 4 ' 43 2$ $ 0
Instruction
1.14f0/0$

.1

N

10.6
3 :

50,6
32

32.9
32

3.9
10

0.0
-,1

Package. 2 : : 3.$ 41,0 41.0 12,$ 1.3
Teaching N 0 , 22 12 4 : 0
Machina 2

, 0.0 51.9 31.6 10.5 0.0
Dial Access N 0 1 2 0 0

I 0.0 33.3 66.1 0.0 0.0
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Two Other Practices
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Table 56

Principalel P0004tione of ttop0aere of
Two Other Practiced

Superintendent

Walla °MOS Staff

loud of education

Principal

teachers

Citit4ts

Hare Than One

: Unknown

Unmarked

'age*

Micro
Teattins

Specific
LearmioS
Disability

N 6

$ 24.0

7

4.7

N 4 13

% 16.0 18.1

N 0 2

2 0.0 2.6

N 10 28

X 40.0 36.9

N 2 4

X 600 3.6

N 0 3

X 0.0 4,2

N 1 6

X 4.0 8.3

1 5

X 4.0 6.9

N 1 4

2 4.0 5.6

Table 57:

Priac14.4100 PeroePtiome of the DIV411 of

taluenco exerted by Sim SOorcee_in the
Adoption of:HiCrO TO40406

Much Soma tittle 140ne Unknown Unmarked

1111..151

Superintendent N 10 7 2 I 1 3

2 40.0 28.0 6.0 $.0 4.0 12.0

;antral Office X 4 8 o 6 1

1 16.o 32.0 o.o 24.0 4.0 24.0

board of Iducetion .0 0 7 5 6 2 3

X 0.0 28.0 20.0 24,0 8.0 20.0

Principal N 13 6 0 0 0 0

2 60.0 32.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

teachers $ 6 10 7 0 4 0

% 14,0 40.0 26.0 0.0 0 0 8.0

Wilsons N 0 1 3 13 4 4

X 0.0 4.0 12.0 92.0 16. 16.0
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Table 38

Principals' l'erceptione of 00 DOPOO of
Influenceixtsted by Six Sour000 in the

Adoption of Specific Leaning Disabilities

Much Soma Little None Unknown Unmarked

Superintendent N 14 24 16 1 1 10

X 19.4 33.3 22.2 9.7 1.4 13.9
Central Office N 1$ 9 3 22 4 19

X 20.8 12.5 4.2 30.6 Si6 26.4
Board of Education N 4 16 15 19 6 12

X 5.6 22,2 20.8 26.4 84 16.7
Principal N 41 20 4 0 0 o

X 56.9 27.8 3.6 0.0 0,0 0.0
Teacher. N 22 32 8 1 1 8

X 30.6 44,4 11.1 1.4 1,4 11.1
Citigens N 2 10 14 24 7 15

X 2.8 13.9 19.4 33.3 9.7 20.6

Table 59

Principals' Perceptions of Staff Involvement with
Two Other Practices

All Some Few
Teachers Teachers /whore Tudors
Involved involved Involved involved 06114404

Micro Tesohins N 4 3 9 9 0
X 16.0 12.0 36.0 36.0 0,0

Specific Learning N 11 12 28 21 0
Disabilities 2 15.3 16,7 38+9 29,2 0.0
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Tsbls 60

Priscipale Paceptiotti of ?seder lateptivainesi to
two Other Paetiels

Z:1!
ttirly

941- 11.11

Poteivi4 Rac.lveal geteivs4

NUN tsuhing* 3 3 11
I 12.0 12.0 44.0

Spesifio N 19 23 27
Lesining 2 26.4 31,9 37.5
Disabilitle

6
32,0

2 01

Unsatked

0 0
0.0 0,0
1 0
1.4 0.0

Table 61

Principal.' torceptions of Cbange gegoirdd of Teschers
by two 060 Practices,

Much Nose 11010 Nona Unearksd

.......

Nieto Uschios N 3 13 S 3 1

12.0 52.0 20.0 12.0 4.0
OptOlffe N 17 42 11 2 0
tOrniog Disabilities 2 23,6 56.3 15.3 201 0.0
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Table 62

Prineipale Perception. Of Prestrviet Triining trovidod !Wore Implementation
of Two Other Practice.

11$017 Som., but Totally
Adequiti Adequate Inadequate Inadequate Unmarked

Micro teaching $ 1 12 9 3 0
X X 4.0 46.0 36.0 12.0 0.0

Spocifiti It $ 22 32 9 1

X 11.1 30.6 44.4 12.5 1.4

Table 63:

Principal!' Perceptions Of Instvic training provided After Impleountation
Of Two Other Practices

Highly SOO. hut' Totally
Adequate AdequAto Inadequat. Inadequate Unmarked

Micro Teaching N 1 10 11 3 0
2 4.0 40.0 44.0 12.0 0.0

Specific Learning N 9 24 29 9
Disabilitiee r 12.5 33,3 40.3 12.5 1,4
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